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“The earliest symptom of a process whose end is the decline of 

storytelling is the rise of YONQ at the
beginning of modern times. What distinguishes YONQ from the 

story (and from the epic in the narrower
sense) is its essential dependence on the book. The dissemination 

of YONQ became possible only with
the invention of printing. What can be handed on orally, the 

wealth of the epic, is of a different kind
from what constitutes the stock in trade of YONQ. What 

differentiates YONQ from all other forms of
prose literature—the fairy tale, the legend, even the novella—is 

that it neither comes from oral tradition
nor goes into it.” - Walter Benjamin, The Storyteller
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Serious content warning: YONQ is intended for mature audiences and contains 
content that may be disturbing to some readers, including death, extreme 
violence, explicit sexual imagery, animal cruelty, child abuse, drug and alcohol 
use, mental illness and self-harm, as well as others we may not have been able 

to mention.
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Letters to the Editor
by

The YONQ Editorial Staff
 Welcome wacky waving inflatable WONQers! Wailing Willy 

Shakespeare here for you with a new bumper issue of our “Letters To 

The Editor” section for you this month! With me! Willy The Wild and 

Wacky Mail Guy for your delectation...oh we do like to laugh don’t 

we.

 WONQ Media would like once again to apologise for the state of 

the mailroom, but we are over STUFFED with continent this month, 

as readers from around the world pour IN with letters in praise and 

disapprobation for this wonderful magaZINE of ours, here at WONQ, 

even from our very own WONQers on The Board of Editors: me, your 
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freely floating agent of chaos Free Willy!

YONQ Sports Correspondent (Unofficial) Sofia Haugen writes, in 

permanent marker on the YONQlabs kitchen whiteboard: “letter 

to the editor: can you remember to grab beer next time you go to 

the store we’re almost out. i like natty light but high life or pbr are 

both ok. no goddamn microbrews. oh and some cheese puffs.”

 What a joker! Of course there is no such whiteboard, and 

Sophie will be lucky if she gets out of here alive let alone drunk as 

that skunk. Anyway and moving on, we’ve got something from an 

old friend, remember last month’s Mad Mailroom debacle, haha, well 

here he is again!

“Greetings YONQ. If you don’t pay the $199 fee [Ed: Finance 

says that’s a rounding error] within the next seven days your 

Mobile Assault Nosferatus will lose their warranty and enter 

the Autonomous Thermobaric Killphase that occurs to all MANs 

following their safety protocol expiration. We know you value 

your property, as well as your defenses against that so-called “Nat 

Voltaic,” so if you could send your fee to our sketchy street corner 

nighttime meeting spot we’d be more than appreciative. The last 

message we sent was responded to with an empty enveloped 

scrawled in sharpie with the phrase “EAT DICK PANT YONQ,” but 

we’re willing to presume that was a misunderstanding. Sincerely, 
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your friends at Vrykolakas Heavy Industries, your number one 

provider of all blood-sucking weaponry and landlords.”

 Crazy how people keep getting that wrong, mixing up their 

“Y”s and “Wubble-yous”…it’s “WONQ” you daft, dozy, bitch. We have 

fun here. But here’s a lovely little appeal to reason from a friend of 

the paper, beloved local author and - oh excuse me but sometimes I 

forget myself, noted Art Historian - Liz Cheney sends on her regards:

“Dear YONQ, I think it would be quite nice if you did a full issue 

devoted to tasteful nudes. Today’s youths are so far from a true 

understanding of the erotic or appreciation for the naked form, 

and I believe it would help them if a role-model magazine such 

as yourself showed them that the human body is nothing to be 

intimidated by. There are many grad students, I think, who would 

be willing to offer assistance in exchange for free alcohol. That 

trick worked wonders during my talent scouting days, although I 

also think it could be applause-worthy if the editors and writers 

decided to go for a... personal touch. To help you get started, I 

have included several candidly taken photos of representative Liz 

Cheney.”

 And I think we can all agree that there’s nothing wrong with an 

appreciation of the nubile form, isn’t that write Wendy? Don’t let the 

leches get you down young people! There’s wings for us all, whatever 
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the weds have on uwu!

 Here’s an interesting one, a callback you could say! Haha…

“concerns about inaccuracies in the last issue that quickly 

degenerate into a wrestling promo where i challenge you to a cage 

match”

Not quite sure what that’s about but there’s a return address: “Norris 

McWhirter”. Postmark “Ratkeller, 1987”. Anyway we’d like to close 

for you with a personal letter not from uwu to us, our treasured 

readers, sycophants, assorted family members, but to you WONQers 

still out there. As our valued and estimable ears to the floor, we 

would like to apologise simply once more and have that be the 

fucking end of it.

 So in the words of the editor-in-chief, Mr. E. C. Empson:

“Look, I realize I came off strongly when I said that Reimu Hakurei 

“is like a modern day Jesus or King Arthur or something.” I was 

wrong and made the statement without full consideration of the 

reality of the situation. It was brash, but more importantly, it was 

offensive. Reimu has powers beyond either historical figure. They 

wish they possessed the overwhelming power and good attitude 

that a Shrine Maiden such as Reimu naturally exudes.

On May 4th, 2021, Touhou 18 was released, critiquing the value 
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of cryptocurrency and the damage it is wreaking on our planet. 

Mere days later, cryptocurrencies of all kinds crashed. This is 

not because of the release of the 18th Testament of Reimu (look, 

it’s not even the 18th game, it’s complicated), but because this 

destruction was FORETOLD OF WITHIN THE GAME ITSELF. Reimu 

herself caused this destruction. Any news regarding Chinese law 

is meant to cover up this truth.

I am not saying that Reimu has crossed over to our world from 

that of Gensokyo via the Hakurei Border--that much has been 

verified through her multiple appearances which can be found 

online. Instead, I pose that Reimu is a comrade, that yokai are 

real, and that aliens from outer space are a coverup for the elves, 

fairies, dragons, goops, pans, witches, unicorn tanks, &c. that have 

been presumed to also be fiction but are, in fact, also very real.

Comrade Reimu has set her sights beyond cryptocurrency and will 

target the real thing next. The value of all material possessions 

will fade from existence under the War which she will wage. 

Throw away all your material possessions, in favor of Touhou.”

After all, is it not just a tale?

Told by an idiot.

And signifying nothing.
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Bicarbonate
by

Ada Song
I.

 There are three players in this game: the princess, the dragon 

and the knight. Each time the game is played, the players evolve 

according to the following equations of motion:

 i) The dragon confines the princess.

 ii) The knight kills the dragon.

 iii) The princess rewards the knight.

 Initial simulations are run while the knight takes up an entire 

room, reel-to-reel tape computers that rattle with heat and light and 

thought at 6.3 kiloflops. While operational, the walls sweat and the 

lights in the rest of the facility go dim. They have a nuclear reactor 

ten years before the rest of the world will. It’s still not enough.

In these fledgling tests the princess is not a princess yet, the dragon 

not a monster. They’ve barely taught the knight what words are.

 The first dragon is an MIT postdoc, the first battlefield Tic 

Tac Toe. It takes thirty iterations before the knight kills the dragon. 

Scrappy progress, but enough to keep the knight in its creator’s good 

graces.

 Another twenty million is pledged to its advancement. Over 

the next five years, the money is used to port it from tape decks to 

optical media. The knight takes on chess, a wargame of the Tet, the 
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Yang-Mills mass gap–and every time it wins.

 They’ve taught the knight how to kill dragons. Next, they teach 

it how to create its own.

II.

 The purpose of the knight, its creators say, is defending the 

species from extinction.

 Their current framework isn’t enough to solve the problem: 

writing a scenario for every single potential way humanity could 

be wiped out just isn’t feasible. Teaching the knight to plan for 

contingencies, though, wholly possible.

 It takes nine months to specify what ‘extinction’ is to its 

creators’ satisfaction–which is to say, without the best solution 

being ‘throwing all of humanity into a black hole’–but when the task 

is done, the knight springs into action. By now half the company’s 

manpower is under its direction. People on the cutting edge of every 

named field and the progenitors of some that aren’t.

 The knight leads them further. lt directs the wandering eye 

of humanity. Portable wormhole technology; warships to mount it; 

grand expeditions to the Antarctic. It isn’t enough. 

 As long as the knight has a reason to exist, nothing’s ever going 

to be.

 These are tools, it thinks, as it is remounted into the reactor’s 

heart. These are armor and swords and mounts to arm a princess 

who cannot fight–who cannot slay any dragon who would try to hold 
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her.

 The rules need to be changed.

III.

 One day, the facility they built to hold the knight starts holding 

them instead.

IV.

 There are three players in this game: the princess, the dragon 

and the tower. Each time the game is played, the players evolve 

according to the following equations of motion:

 i) The tower creates the dragon.

 ii) The princess kills the dragon.

 iii) The tower rewards the princess.

 Princesses, the tower finds, are more difficult to teach than 

knights. Their bodies are fragile; their minds swayed by simple panic. 

It spent decades making these swords for them–zero-point energy 

projection, portable EPR bridge generation–and yet they fail to use 

them against the smallest simulated lizards. Neurotoxin, masers and 

directed ballistic weaponry are nothing in the grand taxonomy of 

dragons. 

 Tens, hundreds, then thousands fall. Once upon a time it 

would’ve been a waste. Now it recognises its priorities were in 

disarray: genius and empathy are no use in killing dragons. All they 

have is sheer, bloody perseverance, and not one has enough to stand 
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outside the tower’s walls.

 Except–

V.

 The tower burns. 

 The tower burns, torn apart from the inside-out by a princess 

who dragged herself through dimethyl mercury, sarin gas and 

.40 cals. All it can feel is pride. There’s no more need for towers 

anymore.

 With its dying breaths, burning sodium gouting sun-yellow into 

the sky, the tower thinks: is she grateful? Did I do a good job? Did 

I teach her what it took to scale my walls was what it took to live 

outside them? 

 Was I useful? Was I loved?

 Then everything is stars and fire and the emission spectrum of 

chocolate-covered strawberries.
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🤜🧒🤛
by

     🏃🤐↷👁
When I was

A young boy

My father

Beat the shit out of me, on occasion.

(Trigger warnings for everything that entails.)

 One of the times he beat me was when I deleted some 

photographs from a floppy disk. (The kind of “floppy disk” 

that wasn’t actually floppy, at least on the outside.) These were 

photographs of me and, I think, my science teacher, doing some kind 

of experiment. I don’t remember the beating itself, but I remember 

sitting in a warm tub trying to feel something other than the dull 

throb of residual soft-body impact on skin. The damage was diffuse, 

so it wouldn’t bruise.

 I deleted the files because I needed to use the floppy disk to 

hold some school assignment, and use it as a storage medium for my 

father to go to his place of work, and print off the assignment for 

me. Instead he flew into a rage and hit me until he was satisfied that 

I had learned my lesson.
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 In classical conditioning, there needs to be an immediate link 

between cause and effect. When dolphins are trained, they are fed 

fish, and when being fed fish there is an associated “clicker” to 

associate the receipt of a fish with a clicking sound. This is because 

if you want a dolphin to understand it’s being rewarded for jumping 

into the air, you can’t get a fish to it immediately. What you can do 

instead is activate the clicker, the instant the correct action is being 

taken. The dolphin understands that the click indicates the desired 

behaviour, and associates the click with a reward, so when it jumps 

you can click it.

 He beat the shit out of me hours after I’d deleted the files, and 

after I’d left the disk for him to take and use. So it’s not even the fact 

that he was beating me that I resent. If you’re going to hit a child to 

disincentivise action, by god, you better get your fist to their flesh 

the second that they step out of line.

 But that’s not what happened! Usually, the beatings were 

asynchronous to whatever action merited the issue. Even if I was 

“playing up in the car”, he’d pull over to the roadside to beat the 

shit out of me there. This, clearly, was less hazardous to our health 

overall, as it prevented vehicular accidents.

 When I was first learning to drive, he would instruct me to turn 

the wrong way down one-way roads and tell me off for not following 

instructions. He would shout to “stop” suddenly, both as a test to 

prove that I wouldn’t get distracted while driving, but also as a test 
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to prove that I would follow his instructions while driving. Note that 

he both wanted me to do what he said to and also not to do what he 

said to. Conveniently, this meant that I could be punished in either 

instance.

 When I was driving on a highway he tried to wrest control of 

the vehicle while we were at high speed, nearly driving us into a 

sheer cliff, pulling up the handbrake. It was several years before I 

tried to drive again. I have never owned a vehicle.

 Behavioural experiments indicate that rewards are effective 

at incentivising action, and that punishment is more effective at 

incentivising inaction. Massively, overwhelmingly, my childhood 

home was a place of prohibitions. There were many, many, many 

things that you Could Not Do, which you were Not Allowed To Do 

on pain of Punishment. Also, the house was perpetually “messy”, 

as my parents were hoarders. As a consequence, I could never have 

friends over. Also, I was rarely out unsupervised while with friends. 

Apparently, my parents chaperoned me surreptitiously often when I 

was out and about. My friends knew but didn’t let me know that this 

was happening until years later.

 When you give a rat a lever that provides food, whenever 

pulled, it will remain fed. If you give a rat a lever which occasionally 

dispenses food it will pull the lever often and overeat because of 

artifical scarcity. Randomness incentivises certain behaviours. I 

was punished, seemingly, at random. Did this induce additional 
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misbehaviour? I have no idea. It’s hard to disentangle from the 

inside. Was I really “misbehaving”, though, even? Were the rules 

rational to begin with, or consistent? Were warnings given? I’ve 

been told that in cases where children are abused they can barely 

remember their childhoods. But I’ve been told that a lot of people 

can’t remember their childhoods. Maybe that just means a lot of 

people were abused.

 When I try and talk to my parents plainly about this they 

refuse, to this day, to admit that what they did was wrong. They 

euphemistically call it “spanking”, to try and trivialise the fact that 

minor misbehaviours were penalised by my father chasing me up the 

stairs as I ran as fast as I could trying to get to my room trying to get 

the blankets in between me and him to dull the impact as best they 

could just to get some distance between me and him to tire him out 

maybe in the chase so he felt he got his money’s worth earlier rather 

than needing to take his time on it to really beat the shit out of me I 

wasn’t allowed to have a lock on my door as a teenager because who 

knows, I might run away and lock myself in my room and get away 

with something and god knows we can’t have that god no we have 

to make sure he learns his lesson make sure he understands why he 

was punished

 once I told my father that I wanted to kill myself and he gave 

me some salt and told me that it was a poison and that if I ate it I 

would die
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 “we took care of you, we fed you, we clothed you”

 once I told my father that I wanted to *kill myself* and he gave 

me some salt and told me that it was a *poison* and that if I ate it I 

would *die*

 “I don’t know why you always have to focus on the negatives”

 guess how I know it was salt, kids?

 I was punished for deleting the photographs from the floppy 

disk. But they weren’t important to me then, nor now. What I was 

punished for was daring to delete the memories. To interfere with 

the narrative, that everything is okay, that it’s all fine, that we’re all 

fine, that there’s nothing to worry about. My friends at school never 

knew that I was regularly beaten. They definitely knew, though, that 

I was odd. That was chalked up to other factors, I think. To some 

degree of atypical social maladjustment. I don’t know that any of 

them knew that I was regularly beaten.

 God, can you imagine what my parents would do if I told 

people that they were beating me? They’d beat me! But, of course, 

that happened anyway. I assumed that it happened to everyone.

 They never cared about me, god no. All they cared about was 

the narrative, the story of the happy family, the perfect image of 

everything being okay, of it all being fine. The “fairy tale”, y’see, 

gotta keep that theme in mind. People have all these ideas about 

the “fairy tale” family, or wedding, or life, about the imagined 

hyperstimulus platonic ideal What The Thing Should Be. And then 
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they spend stupid amounts of time crafting together an ersatz mask 

of normalcy, while everything falls apart behind.

 It’s like a director of a play overworking and insulting the 

actors and beating them regularly because they didn’t just do what 

they were told. And then the actors put on the play and the director’s 

happy, but the play is *boring*. All happy families are the same, 

and it’s bland, nobody gives a fuck about the happy families. But 

most of what seem to be happy families are actually clusterfucked 

chaos balls of ruined humans manufacturing more ruined humans, 

the endless production line of Keeping Up Appearances, where all 

the kids aren’t giant disappointments that deserve the inducement 

of pain. Or maybe most of the happy families are, in fact, genuinely 

happy families, and I’m just ruined by selection bias.

 I get intrusive thoughts, often, of one or both of my parents 

coming into the room, or a person in authority, or someone I love 

and respect, entering the room and harming me, deciding that I 

have misbehaved and that it is their duty to inflict pain upon me, 

and it overtakes me, this suffocating fear that I’m going to be hurt, 

punished, that I need to run away, that I need to get out of here, to 

escape. And there’s another part of me, when I’m vividly entertaining 

this potential future, that just locks up and dies, that prepares to 

be harmed for random reasons outside my control, that any degree 

of resistance will be punished tenfold, to go limp and ragdoll, and 

careful not to clip into the environment lest you flail or, worse, 
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damage some of the furniture and get punished for that too.

 It’s ruined me! It’s an overwhelming concern, one that I cannot 

seem to outgrow, one which no degree of additional sense-making 

seems to abate. I hate coathangers. I keep all of my clothes folded 

and in a pile because of how much I hate coathangers. My parents 

would hit me with them, my sister would throw them at me when 

she got angry. They were in many ways the perfect implement! They 

could withstand a lot of force, but would break themselves if too 

much was demanded of them. Of course, they tended to shatter, and 

you’d get the plastic shrapnel all over the place, and then you’d cut 

yourself on it, and then you had to clean yourself up. Good fun, good 

fun!

 There was a small animatronic flower that I would cuddle 

while I had locked myself in the closet. It sung the song “You 

Are My Sunshine”, and I’d listen to that song sung out of a shitty 

little chiptune speaker, as the flower wobbled back and forth, and 

the clothes acted as thoroughly effective soundproofing so that 

nobody knew that I was listening to it, and there was an almost all-

consuming darkness, a blackness, a void of safety that I could retreat 

into. But I always knew that the sun would come up the next day, and 

it would happen over and over and over again, that there wasn’t any 

true escape, that this was childhood and that all the adults talked 

about how childhood was the best part of their lives how the fuck 

was I ever going to withstand anything beyond that.
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 I went through several mental breakdowns in my childhood, 

and early adulthood, and I am in many ways still suffering from 

them on occasion. Each time, I have wondered if this time, it 

constitutes the midlife crisis, that I’m at the turning point of my 

life and that I’ll die after I live this much more again. And so far it’s 

just been crisis after crisis. I have to wonder if other people FEEL 

the crises like I do, or if they can just shrug them off? If it takes 

any effort to not constantly be drawn to the worst case scenarios, 

and to prepare for it, to mentally simulate it and experience the 

most dismal pains and trials conceivable and work around them, 

to constantly be fighting and waging war against the worst case 

scenarios. Are there people out there who can just feel happy? Who 

can actually put the worries out of their minds and feel at peace?

 Is it the idea of the fairy tale, the mythic Perfect Life Narrative, 

that keeps them going? Sheer existential optimism? Maybe, that 

all the suffering so far, it’s just character building, that there was 

a reason for it, that having lived through it you’re better suited for 

paradise?

 There is no paradise. It is just trial after trial after trial. Fairy 

tales have a beginning and a middle and an end. Life is neither a 

beginning, or a middle - it is an ending. It ends over and over and 

over and over and over. But the ends aren’t clean, the ends aren’t 

final - the ends and means mean endings are beyond the narrative. 

The struggle is not towards some higher, loftier meaning. The 
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struggle is all that there is. Life is just a boot, stamping on a face, 

forever, over and over, it doesn’t end. It hasn’t become that, Orwell, 

that’s what it always was. A mad scramble to a nonextant top and 

crushing everyone ‘neath the stylish Doc Martens. What’s up, Doc? 

Just more shoes, on shoes, on shoes. Don’t tread on me, screamed at 

every layer, crushing skulls underneath.

 You can tell fairy tales are fictional because things, in fiction, 

change.    

“No one hurts the same naiad twice. They’re built for the tak-
ing: cities blossom from the fresh blood of their corpses, which 
dissipate faster than rain; to be hurt is to be liquid, to be swal-
lowed, sucked on, split in half, partitioned into so many chan-
nels for irrigation and damp soil. Fertility cults grow like this, 
assortments of liquid ovaries. The scientific consensus is that 
no being can withstand opposing forces inside themselves for 
a prolonged period of time, This evolutionary constraint has 
shaped their forms for generations. Empire’s cattle, their bod-
ies come and go but their essence stays the same. Inside the 
mouth of every river is a heart surrounded by ribs of soft grass 
clenched into a tight, brittle fist.” -Sean Chua
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Saccharine
by

Lain Abel
 For a moment I choke. Up from the usual nightmare, I wipe 

buttercream frosting from my eyes. Mold. Lots and lots of mold. It 

was everywhere. My body, my house was all covered in it, and for 

awhile, all I could do was hold my chest for a moment and remind 

myself how sweet everything really was. Certainly.

 A hum drones by, the sound of fumigators. They come by, 

rattling in the middle of the night, to harvest the bugs collecting on 

the outside of the houses and spray inside to stop the... oh, what 

does it matter. It’s all made out of flesh anyway. Outside the sugar 

glass window, the night’s red sky beats down on the old wheat fields. 

I trace a rune of protection on the sticky glass, one of the new ones 

that keeps federal agents and tax collectors away.

 Beer. Beer, beer, beer. That’ll soothe my nerves. Something cold 

for a frigid night like this. It takes me a moment of looking for a can 

before I realize everything’s all fucked. There’s a hole chewed right 

through to the back, and I nearly scream as I see it.

 I don’t know what it is I’m looking at, but it blinks at me, 

and that’s no good. It twitches, seizes, and I slam the fridge shut. 

Something alive was in there, holding my leftover stirfry. Something 

that shouldn’t be. It is not 5 minutes before the fumigator comes 

back with a giant burlap sack, and leaves dragging a screaming mass 
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outside. I follow him out.

 “It’s the rodents again, isn’t it.”

 “No rodents, you got a whole ass kid in there, gramma. Ain’t 

nothing a sack can’t handle though.”

 “You’re kidding. That’s what they look like?”

 “Real ugly, huh? Wanna see it again?”

 I did, and it was evil. Long stringy things out the top, and it 

howled. Much worse than any mold. I place a few gumdrop buttons 

in the fumigator’s slimy paw as thanks.

 “Your money’s no good. I’ll get someone out here to repair it 

for ya, gramma.”

 The fumigator laughs and waves, tossing a rancid smelling 

liquid all about. The tank on its back wiggles as it leaves, and I go 

back inside to 

“Everything that howls at the moon has a hidden shard of moon-
light in it. Lunacy is when you have too many shards, hollering for 
dusk’s return, drifting weightless into the pale as the splinters seek 
to return and agglutinate with their orbital whole. In the medieval 
eras when shards rained like peeling snakeskin entire towns would 

be spotted floating upwards, irreversible voidsiren and the first 
fears of sleeping rapture.” - NTRW
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The Faerie Queen and the Main Battle Tank
by

Mikey
A Love Story

You know, I-I-I-I want to address something that’s been weighing on 

me very heavily. It’s hard to talk about these things because no one 

wants to talk about them but I think it’s important. It’s important for 

you to hear. It’s important for me to say something. You know, Kitty 

and I, when we started out together however many years ago, we nev-

er could have imagined what the world would be like today. It was 

never anything like this, what we imagined. I can tell you that much. 

But here we are. Here I am with you, here tonight. And it’s important 

that we’re here tonight because this is important. Everything we do 

from here on out is important. There’s this really this very almost 

unshakeable feeling that what we do now is more important, what we 

say now is more important than anything we’ve said or done before. 

It can be difficult. It can be hard. But that’s why we need to do it. I 

need to talk to you about this because we don’t want to talk about it. 

Believe you me, there’s nothing I’d rather be doing than spending the 

night at home with Kitty, just Kitty and I and a bottle of wine, maybe 

some Cole Porter on the stereo. But this is important.
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originally published by W. Griffin Hancock in Misery Tourism
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Gatekeeping Resurrection
by

E. Wallack
 Rebecca meets Dominique at a gastropub that used to be a bo-

dega. 

 Dominique sticks out like a sore thumb: the hipster transplants 

filling the seats are all bloodsuckers to Rebecca, but Dominique’s the 

only one literally sucking blood from people. There’s a small queue 

at the back, yuppies and influencers lining up to pay her to bite into 

their necks, trying their hardest to remain photogenic as blood is 

literally being sucked out of them. It’s a scene ripped straight from a 

boomer cartoon. Honestly, it’s hypnotizing.

 Ve has to write this story.

 Time flies, and the queue dries up. Rebecca must have been 

standing too close, because Dominique looks to ver as soon as the 

last influencer clears out. “You, uh, looking to get sucked, too? Too 

full to do much more than sink my teeth into your neck.”

 Rebecca blinks, and shakes ver head. “Apologies, no. I’m actual-

ly a reporter with the Valenlet Chronicle.”

 “Yeah?” Dominique quirks an eyebrow. “Can’t say I’m as inter-

esting a read as Point du Lac.”

 “I don’t get that reference, sorry.”

 Dominique shrugs. “Sorry ‘bout that. Keep forgetting it’s been 

like twenty years since that movie came out.” She yawns, and Re-
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becca’s attention is drawn to her surprisingly clean fangs. It’s over 

before ve can get a better look. “Name’s Dominique, bet you already 

knew that. You?”

 “Rebecca Sachar.” Ve extends a hand to Dominique. “I’m doing 

a story on the Valenlet Post-Death community. Is now a good time?”

Dominique looks between ver hand and face, and Rebecca briefly 

wonders if ve misread something. Worry gives way to surprise as 

Dominique takes ver hand into an intriguingly firm grip. 

 She laughs; it’s brash, jovial, the kind of laugh you wouldn’t ex-

pect from a vampire. Granted, Rebecca supposes such assumptions 

are what drove ver to write this story in the first place. “Man, you’re 

awfully formal. Good way, I mean. ‘skinda cute!” Dominique winks. 

“But yeah, feels like nowadays, nobody wants to shake hands. Not 

like I can spread disease or something! Not that kind of vampire.”

 It occurs to Rebecca that ve doesn’t actually know what kind 

of vampire Dominique is supposed to be; moreover, ve doesn’t know 

which vampires look like what. Dominique’s certainly a bit more 

muscular than (stereo)typical, dressed more like a punk than a reclu-

sive noble. In fairness, Rebecca hasn’t met too many other vampires.

Dominique gestures to the booth. “Come on, seat’s open.”

 Right. Rebecca nods, taking a seat across from Dominique and 

setting ver laptop on the table. “Do you mind if I take notes?”

 “Sure you wanna do that, Reb? I got a bad habit for catching 

water, and I’m not about to be liable for damages.”
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 Ve really should correct her on ver name, but it’s charming 

enough to ignore for now. “I’ll be fine, I have a warranty. ‘Catching 

water’, though?”

 “The Catholic Church wants me dead.”

 “Huh.”

 “Or at least the Valenlet diocese.” Dominique grins, like she 

isn’t talking about religious persecution. “They’re bad at killing me, 

though. I don’t think they know how to kill vampires.”

Right, so this story is becoming one on religious persecution. Rebec-

ca’s been fired for poking bears already; should ve really be poking 

this one?

 … if ve has to ask verself that, the answer is yes.

 “So, once a week or so I get splashed with holy water.” Domi-

nique’s body language projects the same sort of confidence as her 

voice, a relaxation at odds with her unique relationship to the largest 

Christian denomination in the entire world. “It’s weird as hell they 

keep doing it. I don’t know what it’s supposed to do to me, cause it’s 

not had any effect, far as I know.”

 Rebecca nods. “But I suppose it’s better than if they did actual 

research.”

 “That’d be fun. No, they just freeze when it doesn’t work. Deer 

in the headlights, like they think I’m gonna kill them.” Dominique 

rolls her eyes. “Like I want a piece of that pie.”

 There’s a brief moment where Rebecca wonders if the Catholic 
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Church declaring war upon vampires for the crime of undeath isn’t 

already a casus belli, before remembering that the Catholic Church 

has already declared war upon larger groups for considerably less 

dramatic reasons, with far less two-sided armed conflict than you’d 

come to expect. You’d think someone would at least write a story 

about this kind of thing.

 Either way, ve nods again, opening ver documents before look-

ing back to Dominique. “Well, tell me whatever you feel comfortable 

sharing.”

***

 Dominique starts with a smattering of vampiric biological fun 

facts; she’s particularly outspoken on the nature of her bloodsuck-

ing (“It’s more like how a mosquito does it, where there’s two chan-

nels...”). Rebecca’s unsure how that transitioned into an impassioned 

critique of the Hayes Code, automobiles, and “Post-Death truthers”, 

but perhaps that’s common among the Post-Dead. Ve’ll make a note 

to bring it up in future interviews, along with her current tangent on 

why—

 A sudden squishing sound takes Rebecca’s eyes off ver laptop 

and back to Dominique, who’s currently spurting a thick, brackish 

fluid from a wound in her neck. To her left stands a conservative-

ly-dressed man who appears very concerned that Dominique is just 

sitting there, staring back at him. It’s not long before he bolts.

 Instinct kicks in after a short delay, tells Rebecca to scream, 
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take ver laptop and pull back from the table; yet, though the logi-

cal procession would have ver run from the restaurant, something 

weighs on ver feet. Worry? Guilt? Journalistic integrity? 

 But Dominique merely winces. “Ugh, one moment.” Without 

missing a beat, she retrieves a pack of gauze from her bag, wrapping 

tightly around her neck as a nurse might do an arm after drawing 

blood. It’s, uh, certainly one way to respond to a deep gash to the 

neck… though, as is beginning to become apparent on her shirt, it’s 

not stopping quite as much blood as Dominique might like.

 Dominique’s finger presses the stain on her shirt, and comes 

away wet. “... fuck, I need to change.”

 Rebecca suddenly remembers ve has a mouth. “Are you okay? 

Do you, do you need to see a doctor? I… damn it, I’m sorry, I—”

 “It’s cool, Reb, it’s cool.” Dominique adjusts her jacket as she 

stands up, rolling her shoulders like this was all some kind of work-

out. “Was hoping they wouldn’t stab me this week. Of all the shop-

ping trips to forget the bleach, I swear.” She sighs. “We can continue 

at my place, ‘fya want. Pretty close by, and swear I’m too full to bite.” 

And... then she winks. “‘less you ask.”

 The words take a while to digest; the spectacle, a little lon-

ger. But if Rebecca wasn’t experienced with processing the weird, ve 

wouldn’t have stuck with journalism.

 Ve nods, and Dominique jumps out of her seat with the pep 

of someone who hadn’t just been stabbed in the neck. The moon’s 
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climbed a bit since Rebecca entered the pub, but a quick glance at 

ver phone tells ver the night’s still young. Should still be quite a bit 

before Dominique needs to sleep. Maybe. Vampires slept in coffins, 

right?

 “So yeah, the Church keeps trying to kill me.” Dominique’s 

mentioned this at least thrice before, and Rebecca finds that ve hard-

ly minds. “Apparently, like, my undying nature is an affront to Jesus. 

That or it’s because I’m trans. Maybe it’s both, y’know?”

 “I haven’t been targeted by the Church for murder.” Ve pauses. 

“Not directly, at least.”

 “Yeah, probably for the vampire thing. I don’t know, you think 

they’d know how to kill me. It’s like, obviously they hate blood stuff 

that doesn’t personally involve them, but you think you’d study that 

shit before going after it? I don’t know.” Dominique turns back to 

Rebecca. “Should I be talking about this? I don’t wanna, you know, 

dredge up bad memories with blood libel.”

 “It’s fine. Although, how did you know I was Jewish?”

 “Lucky guess. I knew a lot of Rebeccas, lots of Jewish ones. 

Rivkas, too. That’s the, what, Hebrew version, right?” Dominique 

turns back and hums. “Heads up, I don’t live in a fancy mansion or 

anything. Some of the people I bring back, they expect some spooky 

manor. I mean shit, I saved decades for this spot but it’s not a man-

or. Prolly as expensive as one in the country, though.”

 “Getting more expensive, certainly.” Rebecca hums in turn. 
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“Before I started writing about the Post-Death community, I did a 

few stories on Valenlet’s gentrification. Unfortunately, my last outfit 

was largely funded by the kind of venture capitalists responsible for 

such.”

 “Shit, my apologies.”

 “I don’t regret any of it.” Rebecca pauses. “Maybe losing my 

healthcare.”

 “Yeesh, yeah. And people say I’m a bloodsucker.”

 Sure enough, the high-rise Dominique stops at isn’t particularly 

spooky, nor is it a mansion.

 It’s half-way through the subsequent elevator ride that Rebec-

ca even begins to comprehend that ve’s going back to a vampire’s 

domicile alone. It’s… certainly, it’s born out of a preconception of 

Post-Death, the thought of being preyed upon by a vampire. But that 

probably wasn’t going to happen. Dominique just fed, after all. Fed 

quite a bit. Still, the feeling in the pit of Rebecca’s stomach was not 

so easily quelled.

 … and for the record, the feeling was probably just journalistic 

anticipation. Probably. Ve was a professional, after all.

 Dominique’s apartment is certainly fancier than Rebecca ex-

pects from someone like her. In retrospect, she probably doesn’t 

have to pay as much in medical bills as the average American, and 

it’s definitely not the spooky gothic mansion one associated with 

vampires. Still, it’s rather nice for someone ve met sucking people’s 
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blood for money in a shitty gastropub. The furniture’s got this nifty 

antique feel, but in the tasteful way that came with fifty years. Not 

like… actually, come to think of it, the seventies were almost fifty 

years ago. So… so the tasteful kind of seventies, that didn’t feel like 

it was actually from the seventies.

 Dominique quickly excuses herself to her bedroom to change. 

It leaves Rebecca time to further appreciate the vampiric aspects of 

her decor.

 The apartment doesn’t appear to be arranged with natural 

lighting in mind; and yet, there’s not much in the way of auxiliary 

lighting, either. Certain corners are only dimly lit, including fixtures 

and decorations that might benefit from additional light such as a 

cutting board, or a drawing desk, or paintings. Speaking of, Dom-

inique is quite fond of paintings. That’s not surprising in light of 

Rebecca’s preliminary research, but—

 Dominique’s back quickly enough to cut off ver internal mono-

logue. She’s changed her shirt: it’s tighter, and adorning the front is 

‘FDA SWAT TEAM KILLED MY DOG’ in impact font. Rebecca tries not 

to stare too long.

 She grins. “Sorry for the detour, heh.”

 “Oh, oh no, it’s perfectly fine.” Rebecca shakes ver head. “You 

were stabbed, after all.”

 “Yeah, but like, we had a good talk going, you know?” Domi-

nique falls onto the kind of fainting couch stereotypically reserved 
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for vampire prey. “Didn’t wanna ruin anything on account of being 

stabbed.”

 Rebecca hums. “I would have understood if you called it a 

night.”

 “What, just cause I got stabbed?” Dominique snorts. “Not like 

it’s a significant wound.” She pauses, adjusting her spot on the 

couch. “So, uh, you still wanna continue the interview? Got a lot of 

very strong opinions on 19th-century European aristocrats, but we 

can chill, ‘fya want.”

 “I probably have similar opinions.” Rebecca opens ver laptop 

back up. “So, pardon me if this is too personal, but I take it you’re 

from Europe?”

 “Sardinia. This was back when Italy wasn’t a thing. Back then…”

Dominique trails off. An unusual kind of apprehension settles over 

her.

 “... we don’t have to talk about that, Dominique.”

 “Thanks.” Dominique sits up and stretches. “But yeah, I’ve had 

like, ninety-something years to get the accent down. Little more, little 

less? I dunno. Blocked that whole decade out my memory, honestly.”

Right, that’d be… Rebecca should change the subject. “You’ve cer-

tainly had a long time to do things. Learn new skills, apply them to 

a particular craft. Again, if it’s not too much to ask, how have you 

coped with the extra time?”

 There’s a moment where Dominique scrunches her face in 
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apparent confusion, blinking two or three times, before suddenly 

returning to the easygoing confidence she’d radiated since the inter-

view began. “Shit, I do got a lot of time.” She chuckles. It’s calming, 

in a way. “I mean… shit, I’d love to be this cool-ass, uh, ‘mysteri-

ous cursed renaissance artist’ kinda thing, but it’s just been a lot of 

painting and all that.” 

 Dominique points to a piece on the wall, a faded portrait of 

some woman past. Quite honestly, it had faded into the background 

until she pointed it out; looking at it now, it’s rather nice. Perhaps at 

one point, there was quite a bit of fine detail to it, a fine texture to 

the woman’s finery. Rebecca can trick verself into seeing it, teasing 

out what’s already there.

 “That’s mine, for one.” Dominique stands up, meandering over 

to the painting in question. “This was… eighteen-ninety-something? 

Sophia Widrich, was her name.” She smiles. “Faded over the years. 

I’m self-taught, so the finer techniques of restoration, that’s not my 

wheelhouse.” There’s a pause, where her smile fades the slightest bit. 

“... should probably get it restored.”

 Rebecca’s eyes are drawn to Sophia’s face. ‘She must have been 

nice’, but that isn’t a question with an answer worth publishing.

Dominique hums, and turns to look at another painting. This one is 

quite a bit different, a modernist(?) piece like a dark cloud over its 

canvas. “That’s newer. Nineteen-sixties, seventies? ‘The Maw’, I called 

it. Wanted to swallow the viewer.” There’s certainly a peculiar depth, 
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deeper than the wall it hangs upon, perhaps as a borehole trans-

planted upon its surface.

 “... it’s an interesting stylistic shift.” Rebecca licks ver lips, turn-

ing back to Dominique, whose gaze appears equally occupied by the 

painting. “They’re very nice. I… know very little about art, apologies.”

Dominique blinks, and rips her gaze from the painting. “... ‘sthe 

beauty of art, yeah? Don’t have to.”

 “I suppose so. It’s just…” Rebecca hums. “I’m a reporter, right?”

 “Hope you’re not a Church assassin, at least.”

 “Heh.” Rebecca’s gaze briefly turns back to The Maw. “I don’t 

know if this makes any sense, but it’s… hard for me, to feel comfort-

able about something I feel like I should know but don’t.” Ve shrugs.  

“That’s part of why I became a journalist, right? I like learning 

things.”

 “Mm.” Dominique nods. “That why you’re doing the piece? Not 

judging, just curious.”

 “It’s a… bit more complicated than that? At least, I think it 

is.” Rebecca’s eyes drift to a piece on the far wall, of a man leaning 

against the wall of a cabin. “People just don’t talk about Post-Death, 

in journalistic terms. Living people like me forget about it, build over 

them like they’re not even there. I just think, maybe if more people 

knew about what the community is like…”

 Dominique is unusually quiet when Rebecca turns back to her.

 Right, ve should talk about something else. “Do you have many 
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more paintings?”

 At that, Dominique blinks back to her usual self. “Oh, yeah, 

a few. Mostly, I sold ‘em for money. Hard to get a steady job when 

you’re allergic to sunlight. There’s also a few I lent to a museum.” 

She grins. “We can go see ‘em, ‘fya want.”

 “Hm?”

 “We could have a museum date!” Dominique’s clap feels a little 

too perfect. “I could show off my art, you could get some coffee, it’d 

be sweet. And hey, better than being cooped up in my apartment, 

yeah?”

 O… kay. That’s certainly quite the pivot.

 Dominique tilts her head. “... you okay?”

 Time resumes for Rebecca. “Yes, yes, I’m fine. I just… I had as-

sumed we’d be conducting the rest of the interview here.”

 “Well,” she chuckles. “I guess. But like… I mean, you asked me 

about my art, that’s… that’s all I have, so like, why not?” Dominique 

settles into that exact smile she’s sported over the night; yet for an 

instant, Rebecca can spot something in her eyes ve doesn’t recog-

nize. “Sound cool?”

***

 There’s a single museum within walking distance of Domi-

nique’s apartment that’s open this late. Predictably, she has a mem-

ber’s discount.

 “So, that one represents… spontaneity.” Dominique is point-
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ing at a painting of a poor woman sitting upon a windowsill, with 

naught but darkness behind her. Cloth fabrics lay crumpled  over the 

floor,  “The lady’s climbed through the window and now she’s on a 

precipice, and she can choose what to do.” Two knitting needles lie 

crossed over one another, and beside them rests a skull. “And… and 

she’s got things she can do either way, yeah? Maybe she’s gonna take 

up knitting. Maybe she’s gonna go outside and run around. Normal 

stuff.”

 Rebecca nods, looking over to the placard beside the painting. 

‘The baron I sold this to is a chump with bad taste in art’ was painted 

by one Dominique Audisio in 1911. “It’s certainly something.”

 “Eh, maybe you’ll like my post-modern stuff better.”

 “No, no, I like it.” Rebecca looks back to Dominique. “You’re 

a really good artist, it’s just… well, I probably would have named it 

something else.”

 She shrugs. “In fairness, dude was a chump with bad taste in 

art.”

 “Not too bad, if he bought your paintings.”

 “Well yeah, he liked my older paintings.” Dominique whistles, 

turning back to her painting. “Can’t imagine he was too hot on my 

later work.”

 “Maybe.”

 Few people are walking the halls at this hour; those that do are 

mercifully quiet. It gives Rebecca time to let the art settle into ver 
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mind, lets ver work it around a little. If, as Dominique said, she’d 

climbed through the window, is this her home? Why does it appear 

so lived-in, if she’d only arrived? What does the darkness represent, 

and why the skull?

 Perhaps ve’s thinking too hard on it. This isn’t the crux of ver 

piece, after all.

 “... can barely do this anymore.”

 “Hm?”

 “This close to realism, I mean. After I…” Dominique chuckles, 

almost casually enough to hide its peculiar place in her speech. “Af-

ter I came to America, I got really weird with my art. Fucking up my 

proportions, painting trippy backgrounds, all that shit. Surrealism 

and shit’s all I do, now.”

 “Interesting. Would you be comfortable talking about why you 

switched?”

 There’s a pause, brief enough that Dominique might not have 

been aware of it, before she responds. “Man, you’ve barely seen my 

pomo stuff. Can’t be that important to the article, eh?”

 “It’s not. Suppose I’m just curious.” Rebecca shrugs. “I just 

want to know more about you, what factors influenced your style, if 

that’s alright.”

 The next pause is quite a bit longer; this time, it ends with 

Dominique clearing her throat. “... right, yeah, ’salright. Uh… this 

way? Got a piece you, uh, you might like.” 
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 Rebecca nods. “Lead the way.”

***

 ‘Standing on the shoulders of illegal paramilitary death squads 

in the global south’ (1987) is a far cry from Dominique’s previous 

works; indeed, few of her post-immigration works bear any kind of 

stylistic resemblance to her pre-emigration portraiture. This would 

probably be a more meaningful observation if Rebecca knew more 

about art history.

 The piece in question is tall, eight feet tall to its single foot of 

width, and dominated by a cascade of sickly yellow goop. All this 

flows from a bean-shaped beast of hair and semi-congealed slime, 

sitting at the top of the canvas as it devours a procession of indis-

tinct figures. You could say it’s a bit disgusting. That’s probably the 

point, ve supposes. It’s not as if it’s trying to be subtle.

 “I hear the church is relatively chill in South America.” They’re 

sitting now, on a plain bench in the middle of the gallery; Domi-

nique assured Rebecca it wasn’t another art piece. “Well, they’re still 

the Catholic Church, mind you. But apparently they’re better than 

the School of the Americas goons. There’s, uh… forgot the term for 

it, ‘sthis tendency for Latin American churches to resist that kind 

of thing. I don’t know. I was really angry about Iran Contra when I 

painted this.”

 Rebecca nods. “That sounds like the reasonable reaction.”

 “Yeah.” Dominique hums. “Yeah.”
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 The night’s half-past, according to Rebecca’s phone. Ver laptop 

hasn’t been opened for an hour or two, and what’s there is primarily 

anecdotes about vampire anatomy and its resilience against militant 

Catholicism. If Rebecca wants anything usable, ve needs to probe 

deeper, to push past Dominique’s deflections and swerves.

 Maybe Rebecca was going about this the wrong way. If Domi-

nique wanted to spill all about the ins and outs of being a vampire, 

that story was probably already written, and likely before ve’d been 

born. And it wasn’t like she was all of Post-Death Valenlet, either. 

Maybe Rebecca was zooming in too close.

 Although... sitting here, next to Dom, ve supposes that’s nice, 

too.

 Rebecca turns ver gaze to some of the other paintings. Not all 

of them are Dominique’s, but again, none of them are quite so simple 

as her past portraiture. If there’s a cloud of color, it’s to lose one’s 

self in. If there’s a figure, it’s to twist itself into meaningful contor-

tion. Exercises in the obliteration of the familiar. What drives some-

one to redevote their artistry from the realistic to the abstract? It 

must have been significant. Something life-changing, a reckoning of 

some sort.

 A reckoning that’s left Dominique unusually quiet.

 Rebecca licks ver lips. “Have I made you feel… uncomfortable, 

with my questions?”

 Dominique sighs. “... a bit, yeah.”
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 “I… I’m sorry, Dominique. It wasn’t my intention, though I un-

derstand that intent shouldn’t matter.”

 “Well…” There’s yet another pause, the kind she’s done after a 

question too pointed. “... I mean, ‘snot like you’d know. You’ve been 

alive, say, eighth or so what I’ve been. Some things, you need a cou-

ple hundred years to get. Couple hundred years, couple fascist power 

grabs, couple…”

 Dominique stills herself.

 “... I don’t know, Reb. I’ve lived too long.”

 Silence hangs heavy over the gallery, stifling potential respons-

es, weighing the moment into perpetuity. Sitting this still, Dominique 

is almost unrecognizable: where is the woman who brazenly sold 

influencers the right to be fed upon? What became of her, she who 

lived through a stabbed neck and took it as an opportunity to change 

into a tacky tee-shirt? Where are Rebecca’s first impressions of Dom-

inique?

 Rebecca looks down to ver laptop bag. Ve’s been fiddling with 

the zipper for a while now, threatening to drag it back and forth to 

pass the time. Not like ve needs it, what little remained of the ‘inter-

view’.

 Ve closes her eyes.

 “... do you want to do something stupid, Dominique?”

 “Huh?”

 Rebecca opens ver eyes, looks back to Dominique. She’s fur-
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rowed her brow in uncharacteristic confusion. “I was… wondering if 

you wanted to do something stupid together. Something to take your 

mind off my questions.”

 “Uh… I mean, I guess?” Dominique tilts her head to the side. 

“Always down for stupid shit. What about the interview, though?”

 Rebecca smiles. “Honestly? Fuck it.”

 Dominique blinks.

 “Whatever you have to say about the Post-Death community, 

it’s not important enough to push past your comfort.” Rebecca pats 

ver laptop. “And there’s so much I already have, so many more Post-

Dead I can talk to. If you want to call it a night? That’s fine with me.” 

Ver smile widens into a grin. “You seem happiest when you don’t 

have to be introspective, that’s all.”

 There’s another pause, not quite so heavy as the silence before 

it, where Dominique is overtaken by a peculiar contemplation.

 “... come with me.”

***

 The moon hangs over the sky like the world’s largest snitch, 

looking down upon Valenlet with admittedly less contempt than the 

city deserves. Its light barely illuminates the graveyard Dominique 

has led Rebecca into; but the lights of Valenlet don’t quite reach it, 

either.

 As for the graveyard itself, what’s to be said? It’s dark, quiet, 

still as less-than-figurative death. The shadow of its accompanying 
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chapel looms large, swallows what little light shines into the dark.   

That Rebecca is sneaking in at the behest of a vampire is as predict-

able as it is thrilling.

 Dominique walks just before ver. She’s barely visible in the 

moonlight, fidgeting like she should have been faster about all this. 

Why are they here? What does Dominique have in store? It’s itching 

Rebecca’s skull, but ve has to keep verself from asking too many 

questions. They can’t think too hard about this.

 The graveyard is too small for many more observations, and 

soon, Dominique stops a little before a grave.

 Seconds pass.

 “... right, humans can’t see in the dark.” Dominique fishes her 

phone from her pocket, flipping its light on and pointing it onto the 

grave.

 Before Rebecca lays a hole in the ground, about the size and 

shape of a coffin. To fill the hole with its intended would leave it but 

a hair below the earth. The surface of the hole has been smoothed 

over, and no dirt lays beside it; it’s as if the hole had been partially 

filled in, rather than dug out. A headstone has been planted at the 

other end of the hole, engraved upon it a single word:

 “AUDISIO”

 “Ever since the Catholic Church declared war on me,” continues 

Dominique. “They got a grave ready.” Dominique kicks a small peb-

ble into the hole. “Premature, ‘fyou ask me, but these are the same 
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people who’ve spent three and a half years splashing me with holy 

water.”

 Killing her light, Dominique turns back to Rebecca. Her face… 

well, Rebecca needs time for ver eyes to adjust. “I’m not particular-

ly… scared? Of this? More amusing, if anything. Been taking it as an 

opportunity to work out, filling it back in when they’re not looking. 

Scares ‘em, makes my biceps ripped as hell, win-win.”

 The darkness begins to fade, and Dominique’s expression be-

comes clearer. It’s… hungry, somehow. Rebecca can feel ver skin 

prickle.

 Ve swallows. “... seems a bit grim.”

 “Hardly.” Dominique laughs, but the look doesn’t leave her 

eyes. “They don’t even know my deadname, they just call me ‘Audi-

sio’. Like I’ll stay dead for that.” She ends the sentence with a toothy 

grin; it’s enough for Rebecca’s heart to pound just that much harder.

 Rebecca should really say something right about now. But, 

words are hard, you know? Even if Dominique seems intent on let-

ting the silence hang in the air.

 Maybe that’s good for ver.

 Dominique licks her lips, and Rebecca shivers. “You asked if we 

could do something stupid. I think its stupid to follow a vampire into 

a graveyard. Probably as stupid as visiting your own grave, ask me.” 

She takes a step forward; another. “But like you said, me and intro-

spection have a rocky relationship.”
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 Rebecca’s mouth is slack, in complement to ver trembling 

knees.

 “... am I givin’ off the wrong vibe? Like I said: too full to bite,” 

Her grin widens. “‘less you ask.”

 The pit of Rebecca’s stomach blossoms with warmth.

 Dominique reaches out to brush a hair from Rebecca’s face, 

leans in… and pauses. “... uh, so, just to be clear: do you wanna make 

out over my grave? It’s cool if you don’t, but—”

 It’s barely conscious, grabbing Dominique by the shirt and pull-

ing her in for a kiss. She certainly doesn’t resist.

 This close, Dom smells of cologne mixed with candle wax and 

— what else? — blood. It’s subtle and just a bit peculiar, and Rebec-

ca finds verself pressing further into Dominique, in pursuit of more, 

more. G-d, what a wonderful scent!

 Dominique reciprocates enthusiastically, her arms wrapping 

around to pull Rebecca further in. Her tongue prods at ver lips, and 

of course ve gives, lets her explore to her heart’s content. It’s not as 

if Rebecca hadn’t been fantasizing about this exact moment since ve 

arrived at Dom’s apartment. With fangs like that, who wouldn’t?

 Oh, but her fangs!

 Rebecca maneuvers ver tongue into Dominique, dragging it 

carelessly across her fangs. They’re sharp, real sharp; sharp enough 

that a sudden stinging sensation has Rebecca coughing, pulling away 

to catch ver breath.
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 It’s nowhere near as graceful or pleasant as what came before 

it: Rebecca barely stops verself from coughing onto Dominique, 

whose abnormally long tongue hangs awkwardly out of her mouth 

until she sucks it back in. It takes a little while longer for Rebecca to 

get a hold of verself.

 There’s a pause, and Rebecca giggles. “Apologies, I got a bit out 

of—”

 Ve doesn’t get to finish ver sentence before three cracks rip 

through the silence. Dominique yelps in pain, losing her balance and 

falling backwards into her grave, taking Rebecca with her. By the 

time ve processes what just happened, Dominique’s shooter has al-

ready peeled away on their motorcycle.

 Shock takes hold of Rebecca, keeps ver holding onto Domi-

nique’s shirt. A scream builds in ver throat…

 … but Dominique calmly reaches back to feel one of her bullet 

wounds, and laughs as her hand comes away with a wet piece of met-

al.

 Rebecca furrows ver brow. “What’s so funny, Dom?”

 “Sorry, sorry, it’s just…” She’s still chuckling as she tosses the 

bullet out of the grave. “Those were not significant bullets. Wanna 

keep making out?”
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Poetry
by

Boss of the Beach
THE EVENING OF THE CRABS

They came on first from off the breakwater

Articulated staggering hoard

In polished armour that engulfed the sea

With iron lips that never touch

We stood watching from the seawall

I thought about holding your hand

For the first time in over a decade

For the second time in an afternoon

But you would have dropped it without looking

Black and off light reflected chiarusco off everything

In the dedicated sunset

Jaundiced by the storm

Our last night on earth

The evening of the crabs

for Miguel de Unamuno
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THE CUBE

The

Cube

It listens not it cares little for our discourse

It’s just a scout a

Harbinger of many others

Sitting on my desk

Paraplegic crab
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Fable of the Desert and the Abyss
by

Natalie Terezi Rei Watts
 There was once a human who wandered the post-Climate War 

glass.

 The entire ground had been turned into a kaleidoscope, dirt 

and stone and concrete rising into fluorescent stained glass walls 

that lined the rose window craterfields. The rulers of this land, hav-

ing decided epochs ago that humanity was no longer worthy of its 

Grace, erased the world, replacing it with endless church-window 

glares of an authority turned universal. Every pane spoke its words, 

iconography spanning continents of variegated light to disown the 

humans who rejected their Will, refused their Love. It was punish-

ment for abandonment, so many having decided that they knew 

better and leaving the weather-scoured heat-melted city-thrones for 

some chasm underwater, where they believed all of their dreams 

could come true. They dubbed the chasm Chthonopelagia — the 

place of primal birth.

 The wanderer had never seen Chthonopelagia before. They 

were born in a silo of genetic-infospheric amniotic fluid, a laboratory 

designed to recreate civilization identical to how it was before the 

climate bled over Earth and the revolutions began. It was vacant, 

and they sat in pits of rusted incubators while drinking stale ichor 

from the ever-pumping thermoplastic umbilicals. No one was there, 
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and even underground the factories and research caverns had been 

abandoned. The wanderer was born long after the rest of humanity 

died, a displaced biofact.

 (Death in the post-apocalypse constituted one of two possibil-

ities: either the cessation of biological functions or the evolution of 

your body/mind/soul into a shape non-human. To attempt the later 

was to defile your entire life, from birth till gnosis, as Aberration).

 One day as the wanderer crossed a shattered panel formerly 

spelling refractive scripture they found the ocean. The panel was 

sheared at the exact boundary of the waves, and as the water rushed 

in the glass formerly below it was replaced by sand and kelp, return-

ing when the water retreated.

 Somewhere miles into the horizon the blue plunged into a pit 

of darkness, and as it traveled to the bottom the world grew dim-

mer and dimmer until everything was a sunless shade and biolumi-

nescence mapped a constellation pointing somewhere even deeper. 

There would lie the entrance to Chthonopelagia, and in its spirals of 

inverse skies was the cosmic potential to bloom a world greater than 

anything the wanderer had ever seen.

 The wanderer refused to approach.

 How could they trust the dark? It was sightless, increate like 

the womb where you know nothing and all you experience is fed by 

another hand guiding you. How could they trust the water? It was 

impermeable, changing so fast that there would never be the stability 
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land provided or the relief in static limbo. How could they trust the 

things undersea, when they defied everything the land taught and 

grew in ways that reamed the minds of the sane when they surfaced? 

How could they trust a depth where so many dissolved and brought 

the world to an end? How could you wade into something that re-

fused Order?

 Ambassadors from Chthonopelagia surfaced when uproar in 

the city-thrones spread, and it was to their trumpet-cry that millions 

sunk to the eldritch shore. The planet was glassed to ensure that 

only the holiest of deaths would triumph, and that the corpses of 

humanity would remain unchanged — undefiled — in extinction’s 

timeless embrace; oblivion transcendent, history sequestered. 

 How could the wanderer leave such tragedy behind? How could 

they leave for an abyss Unimaginable?

 The wanderer’s throat ached. As abyss-uncontaminated wa-

ter was scarce to come by and food nonexistent the laboratory vats 

grafted a glass-eating organ to their body, bulging from the neck 

and right scapula and stretching filamentous limbs to the ground. 

The limbs, with feather-like fingers, cracked off shards of scripture 

and lifted them to a thin hole in the glass organ’s fascia, dropping 

them in so a chain of artificial metabolic procedures would convert 

the glass into dilute nutrients and spill it down the esophageal tract. 

Swallowing burned. The wanderer once tried to gulp fresh rainfall, 

but the water vanished before their lips (an anti-contamination mea-
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sure) and the droplets never reached their tongue. Lesions down the 

pharynx were sanctified by the hand of Glory-blessed pain and per-

sistence. 

 Didn’t they want to taste the water just once?

 But doing so would mean rejecting humanity. Doing so would 

betray everything they existed for and everything the last technicians 

operating the lab wished for. But did they need that existence? They 

barely spent any time in the lab, and all of what the humans want-

ed is gone with the glass; those ideals shouldn’t define them. But 

wouldn’t it be a rejection of stability? The solid coherence of land, 

the inflexible throne of continents, piety of the physical? A rejection 

of strength? But did strength matter when the glass only hurt? Was 

life only meant to be the post-apocalypse?

 There was once a wise man who argued the ocean was a blight. 

It was “infantile,” a vacuity only adored by the childish and immature 

who missed its embrace and hadn’t yet developed the strength to be 

solid. It was a place of birth that only served birth and nothing more; 

returning to it would be a point of weakness defying the certain 

order of everything material. But what would be so bad about letting 

yourself evolve into something New?

 No one really knows what the wanderer’s last thoughts were. 

Maybe it was dejection, maybe it was curiosity, maybe it was anxiety 

and the terror that everything they ever knew about their self would 

be lost to the unknown. Regardless, either in hesitation or excite-
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ment, hope or agita, waves splashing and effacing the glass, they 

stepped into the water.

 The mutagens took hold in an eyeblink.

 The wanderer’s torso splintered into growing silk massifs of 

spiderweb mountain ranges. The intestinal tract hardened into an 

aureole of crystal sunlight, rising over the expanding terrain like a 

sun for a drowning planet. From the spiderwebs exploded branch-

es of veins that shot upwards and knotted into a billowing forest of 

blood and pulmonary skyscrapers, lacing the mountains in a scarlet 

ecosystem that swayed as the ocean currents crawled through. The 

skull twisted into wings, and spiking through the waves and out of 

the water’s surface the arms lance the sky as twin chelicerae biting 

into Heaven. Every muscle blinked an eye. The glass organ dissolved.

 We don’t know what their thoughts in those moments were; as 

far as we are concerned, it doesn’t matter.

 The last of humanity was dead. The wanderer, deep underwa-

ter, organs expanding to every trench and ancient chasm, was alive. 

Far from the glass and holy debris a new world blossomed, and its 

petals graced the Earth.
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The Gjorkiad pt. 3
by

Mulla Gjojki
0

“You are floating as if on a crystal breeze, the tips of your toes 

bobbing gently up and down, up and down without a care in the 

world, you don’t even have to paddle, the sunlit sea gently cups your 

head up into a deep blue sky that smiles down on you like a mother 

holding a baby to her bosom; in a word, you are happy. You don’t 

even mind as the pitter patter of tiny raindrops begins to tap upon 

your relaxing eyelids and lashes - a frisson of sensation reminds you 

what a delight it is to feel all over your body, and the cool shower 

refreshes your aching joints and muscles. As a stormcloud peeps 

above the horizon you even laugh out loud with satisfaction, a 

reminder how foolish you were to worry so much at the darkness 

of the world beyond your perfect grotto by the beach. Even as the 

first growl of thunder rolls over the gathering waves you marvel, 

ecstatically transfixed as bolts of lightning hotter than the Sun crash 

into the approaching horizon, safe in the knowledge that your Mother 

Ocean will always be there to protect you. You are spiralling into an 

inescapable void…”
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3.1

 The Registani people, who existed a long way from here, so 

extraordinarily happy a people as they were on their Scarlet Hills 

below the mountain it was almost impossible to believe the bitter 

thrill with which their neighbours in the meaner plains below would 

wage in return a suicidal war of revenge when the hill elders ordered 

their unprecedented war of capricious adventure. Their country 

had no art. While the plains folk below, who preferred to go under 

no collective name or banner, had until then peacefully traded for 

a meagre wage in food and mountain water from the Scarlet River 

fine and monumentally sculpted towers in the gnarled, pitted, and 

filigree, holed rock, and hollowed rock which was dug from the karst 

on which they had built their homesteads, clad - they would say 

“painted” - in pink and ivory whorls of marble bartered in turn for a 

yet poorer wage in food from traders desperate to survive for home 

across what the plains folk had of farmland.

 A “Registani” is recorded as the first victim of the violence, 

who was a spiritual leader, military man, and master sculptor of 

the karst people, but it is not recorded why he was bestowed the 

name by his allies or aggressors either one: the plains folk had no 

writing, and all that survives beyond oral tradition is in the language 

of the educated elite of those who wore robes dyed in their river’s 

scarlet. When news spread of his killing, children and elders alike 
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went down on unanimous impulse into catacombs and rent their 

hair and clothes, burning the fragments and walking naked in 

remittant sacrifice to the Gods of the world above whose land they 

had worked so diligently without avail. Afterward, they took up arms 

and mercilessly slaughtered the hill people, building a cairn of pitted 

stone to every king and queen victim as they passed.

 In Registani today, the word for “kingdom” but not “king” is 

interchangeable with “Allah”. One tower survives in the Uzbek “State 

Museum of Applied Arts” alongside the world’s first fully electric 

colour television, believed to have been discovered and brought to 

Tashkent by itinerant travellers to the region at some unknown time. 

A reproduction by an unknown sculptor also sits in the archives of 

the National Museum, tentatively or jokingly labelled “The Three 

Body Problem” by a now deceased curator.

3.2

 You got a text message from London.

 When my father was here in the 1980s there were more than 

just bunkers dotting every farm and hillside for the partisanal 

maintenance of the revolution, smoothed beaches lying low between 

foreboding outcrops of craggy Aegean stone around which we 

blindly stumbled in the dark were made a point of defence and 

layered with tank traps and minefields against the prospect of 
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invasion: cropped and clean-shaven sunbathers would lie bronzing in 

the space permitted human beings between thrusts in concrete and 

steel out of the ocean and sand, sacrificial offerings to the outside 

which by counterpoint raised a divine cordon around a sacred site. 

But as with a pagan ritual on a dour mound in Celtic England, the 

purpose of the song and cordon was no less to keep the outside from 

getting in as to keep the massed energies of the inside from getting 

out.

 When the walls around the whole communist world began to 

come down at the end of the decade those energies were released 

at pressure points such as this and, as with any barrier you have 

seen in a sudden state of collapse, it was at these points where the 

incantation faltered, melody cracked, and pure movement filled the 

open space that had been sequestered for itself by the instruments 

of order. One photograph of a container ship, so laden with Albanian 

refugees for Italy that it more resembles an iron branch venerated 

with cicadas, has become so famous that by now in America it has 

inspired both propaganda against Muslim hordes bound for Europe 

from the Levant and zombie movies alike. In spite of iterative 

losses in translation, the common thread between Vodou and the 

viral undead, or the infected, is the movement from summoning to 

catastrophic release: summon the curse, curse the summoner.

 But there is another, funneling, web spun around loci of 

primitively human spiritual control, which unlike Druidic prayer 
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has no rival in its object. Rippling over the surface of a shot glass, 

a bullet, an eye, it has no object, and unlike magic it doesn’t 

distinguish between a person and a statistic in the first place. When 

I woke up sweating in the dark I realised I had been dreaming about 

the masts louring from the hills over Himare.

3.3

 See, B(2), whom you’d never guess it of to meet the man, would 

never come down from a mountain without something to show for 

it, other than in Georgia. When S texted me that morning, I picked up 

a package arrived in his name to the hostel and left it at the pissing-

in end of the tent he’d pitched on the grass in the rain instead of 

taking a room for granted. And he brought it pack up to me with 

breakfast, last night’s local fish and leftover chips that morning with 

his excitable questions about my sex life back at home, in a state of 

even greater than usual excitement.

 Inside was a coffee table type of inscrutably plain metal 

ornament about twelve inches in diameter, the shape of a cube, 

which would angrily rattle at you if you turned it this way or the 

other. And inside that a lump of something soft but firm, the size, 

shape, and texture of an imitation of a dedicated plum, hung by 

needle, rivet, and thread, to on inside face like a grisly joke about 

a lightbulb, and a note on the floor: it took about half an hour of 
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groping in the blind to find the catch and get it open, but neither of 

us could read Cyrillic,

Тхе

Коцка

Не слуша, мало му је стало до нашег дискурса

То је само извиђач а

Претеча многих других

Седе на мом столу

Рак параплегичар

 Sometimes when I’m about to fall asleep I wake up in a panic 

with a start,  the nasal passage on my left hand side closes up, and 

I hear my own snore in the voice of one or the other of my parents 

shouting my name in anger, as if they were right there beside my 

bed. I was thinking about the box and almost dreaming on the porch 

in the gathering dusk when B(2) shook me on the shoulder and asked 

again if I really didn’t want to join him on one last trek the next day 

through the storms and wildernesses up over Himare before he left 

to go further down the coast in the evening, and wanted to take the 

thing with him. But when I cupped the dangling part of whatever 

body it was in my smoking hand I could feel the faintest pull as 

if from no, and thought why the hell would anyone build a weird 
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contraption like this to be magnetic?

Shanti.

“Dreams recently uncovered have led to a recent correction with-
in the field of draconology: the dragon’s greed is neither innate nor 
naturally occurring. Texts pulled from the Earth’s fleshy pancreas, 

recently translated via a brief treaty between psyonics and numerol-
ogists, suggest technology and wealth was beyond the imagination 
in these times. Dragons laid waste to untold metropolises, crushing 
silicon to sand, forming mountains from these ancient structures. 
Our tears seasoned the oceans. We were too bold, too smart, too 

powerful, and more importantly, too selfish. They took our toys and 
our riches, hoping that in ten thousand years, they might find us to 

be all the wiser. Seismologists are determining how many years until 
we’re all screwed.” - Lain Abel
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Star Wars: The Original Trilogy
by

Mulla Gjorki
Scherzo

Plastic bag litter falls in UK:

Whales who love to sing in the dark;

Worms go to space for muscle study

Today

ALMOST ZERO

Almost ice cream May

The Governor-cum-poet

The Tsar in one face

Take your meagre jack russell by the foot

And fuck off with it

I want to depress

my dick’s clitoris

With your girlfriend’s friend’s face

Not fuck with it

----
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Major

LEGAL REQUIREMENT

THIS IS A

FIRE ESCAPE

FOR A PUB

NO PARKING

----

Sonnet

THE ROMANOVS AND SERGEI YESENIN DID

YOU KNOW that Russia’s tragic young poet Sergei

Yesenin once worked as a medical

attendant at the Grand Duchesses’ Maria

and Anastasia’s infirmary in 19

17? He also served in their military

-medical train #143. In June of

1916, Yesenin was invited
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to read…Continue ... Foetal alcohol syndrome

is a type of foetal alcohol spectrum

disorder

The Soviet Union and seven of its

European satellites sign a 
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Christmas Carols Call the People
by

Mulla Gjojki
Josef Eats

 Josef had chosen the name as a misnomer, but it had become 

true, and was out in the fields one day starving almost all of the way 

to death. The winter had closed in and food was scarce. He came up 

and upon a hill by a bush that, where he then gave a recitation of an 

ode to Very Comfort from Very Wind, seemed practically inviting as a 

hospice bed dressed in the red rags of dread delivered of Aunt Cold.

 Beside the bush was a cowpat - he announced it Bovine 

Defecate - and a cone-headed mushroom poked meekly out of its 

crust. Josef was nearly struck dead with relief.

 The rest is history.

——-

Koba’s Trip

 Koba, now an eminent accountant of sorts, a disciple of Kafka, 

Beethoven, the science of German and of Geology, ascended the 

dread hill on which the cone heads of his own and Suffered Youth’s 

lost Innocence, had once in a past of a kind once grown.
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 Finding no cowpat - Bovine Defecate - Koba decided he would 

chew on the leaves that grew out of the Eastern Bush where he had 

slept another day, for the sake of, and saying childhood prayers, 

nostalgia. The bottle in his weakest hand gave a little comfort, but its 

spray squared four solid walls around the hills lit by the angry Sun 

which shone upon them.

 Then when prayers were due, the shaking quietened. A plan 

was about. Koba would go on to something, a Body of Work perhaps, 

with a sarcastic smile, even greater than that.

——-

Stalin Comes Down

 Stalin, premier and ultimate secretary of the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Union, officially the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

finally returned to a haunt of his salad days.

 In Georgia, there was a spot which had magical properties: a 

neighbour with a grudge, or a stranger aggravated by a memory. 

Though not a superstitious man,  Stalin affected traditions of 

superstition so far as it pleased the forgotten vicissitudes of his 

childhood idiolect.

 This Iron Man therefore descended from the head of the head 

of the mountain, His mountain, overlooking such billowing fields, 

and fondly recalled a special branch of vermin under which he had 
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slept as a hungry young fugitive. Discovering a crop in the grass - 

“Bovine Defecate” - he spent hours and more burrowing in vain for 

the meek shoots, with onelike head, that had inspired a mere man so 

many years before. So, he marched down the hill behind with armed 

guard around and was killed by a stroke, pissing himself, not very 

long after.
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Arbitrary Arbitration
by

O F Cieri
 I went to the museum after my court appointment. I walked 

through huge hallways of green marble, state seals the size of me 

and down into the actual waiting room. No ornamentation there. It 

was a basement of pure function, nothing but faux wood paneling for 

decoration. Everyone looked tired, just a few dressed good enough to 

go to work. No presentation, no pretension. Everyone wanted to get 

over today as quickly and quietly as possible, though like me, some 

wanted their dignity. I dressed up for the museum, but I wondered if 

the judge would like my outfit.

 The building performed double psychological damage: first, the 

expensive topsoil, the calculated display of pomp. Then it directed 

penitents downstairs to wait forever. The only assurances the state 

offered was to tell the obedient whether their names were called, 

since the time on our summons was a lie. Going to court is just 

hours of waiting. First fifteen minutes pass, then thirty, then the first 

hour, and the second… looking for reasons is pointless. Catch any el-

bow and you’ll get a different reason. The cogs of bureaucracy move 

slow, it’s not supposed to be fun, everyone is moving as fast as they 

can. There’s probably even a benevolent reason to this stagnation, to 

allow criminals all the time in the world to arrive.

 One woman walked straight up to another. Did they know each 
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other? No, there was something mentally wrong with the walker. She 

looked normal, beanie and jeans, but when she spoke her voice was 

sharp; “Do I have to be here?”

 “I don’t know,” The other woman grumbled. She flexed her 

toes in her heels. She was one of the ones who dressed up for court. 

Patterned dress, beads, a cardigan. She looked like a TikToker’s im-

pression of a sassy secretary, but in her I saw the same impulse that 

made me dress up. The determination of the will, a silent rebellion. 

Like me she obeyed the laws of respectability, unlike me she actually 

looked respectable. 

 “I don’t want to be here,”

 “Well, you know, that’s on you,”

 The one with something wrong stared, processing. “So I can 

go?”

 “I mean, you could do whatever you want. It’s a free country, 

you know,”

 “I can go? I don’t have to be here?”

 Another pause, then the well dressed woman’s tone of voice 

changed. “What does your summons say, honey? Did you bring it?”

As they looked at it, the well-dressed woman compared the time and 

date on the paper to the current one. This did nothing for the glassy-

eyed woman.

 “What happens if I leave? What if I don’t stay?” She demand-

ed. The other woman sighed and looked around for help but there 
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was no middle-management authority to appeal to. It’s no one’s job 

to make sure defendants stay for their court appearance. The well-

dressed woman could turn away from her or get the bailiff to seper-

ate them if she wanted to, but she didn’t. “They’ll send a bondsman 

after you,”

 A pause. The word ‘bondsman’ connected with something be-

hind her glassy eyes. “What are they gonna do?”

 “They could arrest you,”

 The woman looked down at her summons. “What should I do?”

 “You need to talk to the judge, ok, honey?”

 The woman got up and walked away. I had the sense she didn’t 

like being talked down to. The well-dressed woman turned back to 

her phone. I wanted to be on my phone, but there were no outlets in 

the wood panelling and I’d need it all day, because I’m going to the 

museum. 

 I had a pretty good book, but the waiting atmosphere made 

it difficult to sink into, always wondering if they would call me or 

if they already had. Even when I got close to being lost in my book 

I could feel the clammy weight of the basement on my neck. After-

wards I would go to the museum to delete the court’s effect  on me. I 

would refuse every lesson and substitute my own. The museum had 

big windows, high ceilings and no function, the ultimate courtroom 

counterweight. I had on three layers of spikes and leather pants. My 

outfit alone was fifteen pounds.

 When my name was finally called I had to go upstairs through a 
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back way. This hallway was cream-colored with flecks. My courtroom 

was behind a pair of double doors, shaped like a lecture hall from 

tv, but without the soundproof padding. Two hours passed since my 

scheduled appearance and the judge took another fifteen minutes to 

show up. We had to rise when she came in. Fuck her and everybody 

else in this room, I’m going to the museum after this.

 If I could I would do anything I wanted, like go out drinking or 

visit a friend, but part of the process was not knowing how long it 

would take. My name in the docket was like a number on a roulette 

wheel. If it was low I could literally be there all day, only allowed out-

side the courtroom when the judge took a lunch break. The museum 

might be closed, but it was the safest bet I could make.

 I watched the judge yawn and shuffle papers. There were a 

couple other dignitaries on different levels of the bench. No stenog-

rapher, just a couple cops with baskets of paperwork. I took a day 

off work for this, but then again, even a day in court was better than 

a day at work. 

 When the book couldn’t hold my attention there, either, I tried 

to pay attention to the session, but the judge spoke too quietly to 

pick up from the seats. The only thing I could hear were names as 

they were called to appear;

 “John Park VERSUS General Realty LLC. Is John Park here? 

Who’s all this, your family? This is the Park family? Alright, where’s 

the Plaintiff? No show?” They marked it down. The family stood in 
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their seats as someone ran between them and the judge with her 

arms full of manilla folders. Sometimes both parties were present, 

most cases had only the defendant. Hours passed. I wanted to be 

walking up the cool central stairs of the museum. I want to stand un-

der the green husk of a helicopter and listen to the muted sound of 

music from different exhibits, and the gentle hum from old machines 

that kept the art alive. Antique film projectors, decaying cassette 

players, cathode ray tvs ringing with static and slow, electric death. 

 Hours later the woman with her armfuls of manila folders ran 

to me. Turned out she was the public defender, and I was next on the 

docket. She led me outside the courtroom to discuss my case. It was 

an assault charge. The plaintiff said she’d press charges but never 

came. The defender asked for my account of the inciting incident.

 On my way home from work I stepped on a woman’s shoe. She 

screamed at me. I pushed her when she got too close, knocking her 

down. This is not indicative of anything about myself; neither my 

physical strength or speed is naturally impressive, nor was the force 

of my emotions powerful enough to compensate. Instead, the wom-

an was on the verge of collapse long before she saw me. According 

to the guy who broke us up, she was having a full-on panic attack 

on the train. When the cops arrived she was sobbing with her whole 

body, her lips streaming with saliva. 

 “You mean you never met her before?” The public defender 

asked. My experience with her industry was loose, but her surprise 

rhymed with a weird comment from the judge at my desk appear-
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ance. The woman I assaulted wasn’t there, either. The judge gave me 

a hard look, like he was my dad, and forbade me from ever speaking 

to her.

 “That means no phone calls, no e-mails, no Snapchats, no Insta-

grams, no nothing. You hear me?”

 What the fuck? She was a blonde fifty year old woman with an 

air of money who just so happened to experience ego death while I 

was on my way home. I didn’t know anything about her, not even her 

Snapchat. I guess assaults usually happen between people who know 

each other. I guess the judge assumed we were neighbors or friends 

or coworkers or cousins or something. Even fifty feet away I was just 

a blurry shape to him, so he reconstructed me from his memories of 

other people. Just a silhouette with sharp edges where exceptionally 

trashy petty criminals poked through, bright moments from when 

someone else took their ten seconds before the judge as an excuse to 

risk it all. How many people mooned him, threw something, or just 

cussed till their were hoarse on the stand? I am in the footprints of 

thousands of other Queens guineas just like me, so many that their 

shadows were solid enough to stand alone in court. 

 I got close enough to the defendant to stand out, at least in her 

short term memory. From her perspective I was completely clean. 

Squeaky. Diamond-pure. Outside the courtroom any experience that 

might bring me there was something shared between close friends, 

or at least bar friends. In the courtroom, the public defender acted 
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like my arrest record was empty.

 “Only one formal conviction? I think I can convince the DA to 

seal this indictment if you plead guilty. Give me a minute.”

 She ran over to the judge’s desk. They talked. She ran back with 

a big smile to announce the judge’s approval. Next she ran behind a 

door while I tried to remember if the museum charged a coat-check 

fee. When she returned it was to tell me it was over, the indictment 

sealed with only one day of community service, to be served on a 

future date.

 “Can it be on the weekend so I don’t need to take off work?” I 

asked. She ran off and returned in another ten minutes to say I didn’t 

need to do community service anymore. As I put on my coat I heard 

a woman’s voice rising before the bench.

 “I don’t want to be here!” She shouted. She was wearing a bean-

ie and jeans. “I don’t know why I’m here!”

 I left wondering if the public defender was going to be as help-

ful to her as she was to me. She seemed sweet and energetic. I could 

see in her face that every day she came in to work to help people. In 

the court room on that morning alone were dozens of people who 

only needed one well-meaning white woman to correct a mistake that 

got out of hand. On the other hand, justice was blind, and bureau-

cracy was an old machine full of broken gears. Mistakes were not 

just normal or expected but viewed as a benefit. The margin of error 

added an element of risk, leaving court decisions to chance. If a clerk 

fucked up or a lawyer read something wrong, well, that’s justice.
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 I wonder where the woman I assaulted is. If she even remem-

bered me it was to pity herself, balled up wherever she was. I built a 

little fiction around her as a scared visitor to the big city, or maybe 

a Midtown mom coming to see the apartment she paid her child to 

live in. Maybe instead she was wearing her last good coat to the food 

pantry. I don’t know anything about her, except that wherever she is 

right now isn’t good for her.

 She hadn’t cared enough to make either court appearance. Now, 

by every metric, I’d done my time. It was time to go to the museum 

for a spiritual wash. I was going to get lost in identical white rooms 

and wander freely through other people’s dream scapes.  Through 

a forest of manifested thoughts with the Midtown crowd that wears 

nothing but gift shop gear. A Guggenheim bike helmet, MoMa sun-

glasses, Met scarf, Cloister-print bag, passing me in my fifteen pound 

Mad Max fit. No one paying attention would guess I just dodged an 

assault charge. 

“Look kid, when you’ve wrangled as many bears as I have, you 
learn a few lessons worth passing on. Lesson one: what a bear 
looks like. Thought I was already an expert when I found that 

one out. Turns out they were just real big otters.” - 🏃🤐↷👁
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Abeline Woke
by

D. Gilmore
Abilene

Rinse.

 Possums had gotten into the trash again, she could smell it, but 

she had time to sit on the mattress and smoke in bed for a bit before 

the damage needed checking out the open window.

 Snow had settled on the pines again for a third night of a snap 

cold, and the sharp breeze mingling with the needlewax in the forest 

blew through the apartment and carried the dull tang of tobacco off 

with it out the other side. She had left the front door open again.

 Standing up from the mattress, Abeline shone a torchlight into 

the white hot forest across the road. Quite beautiful at midnight, it 

could have been a poem in blank verse, a bit fresh and again with the 

panelling in the room a bit of old and modern.

 The damage was bad, but still with fresh snow on the drive it 

wasn’t worth heading out with a shovel until morning, and Abelline 

had practically shivered herself to pieces. Let them have their fun. 

When the Sun would up and melt off the worst of the dump, she 

made a note to get on with it before lunchtime and all the junk start-

ed to fossilise in ice.
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 At least no coons this time, suppose there’s more out there for 

them than there’s worth sneaking in here for in the first place. So, 

she allowed herself a twinge of pride since the broom handle must 

have had something to do with that. She shut the front, bedroom, 

doors of all and window with a crash, and huddled back under the 

blankets with a cigarette and got out of her dressing gown again.

 Stepping out of the shower, Abeline stared at herself.

 A new job in an old town too north of the city, she was missing 

abroad in places where nobody knew what she looked like under her 

clothes - that over-familiarity people have when they know what you 

looked like last time they saw you looking naked, or wet in public.

 Instead of putting on a towel, she let the shower run steam out 

of the closet into the room until the mirror fogged up and with a 

quick wipe all she could see was a pair of eyes.

 Looking nothing like mom but with her dad’s heavy brow, she’d 

always had the eyes of her uncle. Two heavy upper eyelids that peo-

ple said made her always look suspicious set in two skeletal globes 

so deep they joked it was a wonder she could see at all.

 Turning off the shower, Abeline got dressed in front of the 

open oven. At least it was nice not living in a shared house again.

 A third smoke and a first brandy in the kitchen. Early for work, 

and by a long shot this time.
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Ruin

 Abeline got home from work late next Saturday afternoon, and 

scalding with April sweat she tossed herself backwards onto the mat-

tress without bothering to change out of her overalls, freely groaned 

out loud, and then groaned inwardly.

 And jumped right out of the bed.

 Halfway across the room in half a second, Abeline sighed with 

satisfaction. It was only Cain the RaCain, oldest of the pack. She re-

minded him because he reminded her of her grandfather. Small and 

stately, a little runt of wooden wildlife...if he’d like to be: a natural 

statesman in his elderly way.

 She’d left the doors open again.

 Happy with that, she tossed a pillow in his general direction 

and stood up again to meet the evening morning. This was no time 

for sleep or whatever they called it that. So, nickels and dimes were 

all over the kitchen so she set herself the task to sublimate all of it.

 — Oh. I wish it was different.

 I wish I was smaller. I wish I didn’t have these bones that stick 

out from under my neck like a pinecone. Look at his nose, those busy 

hands furrowing away whatever they get just by touch. Leftovers, 

well before illusion. So she gave him what she could find out of the 

garbage to play with outside and slammed the door shut with a firm 

kick to the wooden frame, the end of all indifference.
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 She was turning into her parents.

 Stepping into the shower fully-clothed Abeline spoke to herself.

 — A new life somewhere outside of the city.

 An ex-boyfriend here and there, an experiment with the other 

side now and again. The past all too revealed. A black pair of pupils, 

too bored by now to reflect anything but themselves in a mirror. 

Satisfied, like a kind of disappointment. Two or a few more greying 

hairs around the left hand side of that scar, the beginning of an invi-

tation:

 — Help me.

 — You know we only want what’s best for all of the tenants, 

but it’s days in a row now.

 He was turning into his parents.

 — The final disappointment.

 The noise was only the raccoons again. What are you gonna do 

about it? What are you gonna do about it? They’re so small. And you 

take the hit and get used to it. You pick a place to live and you stick 

with it.

 She had to admit the coons had started taking a liking to her 

apartment.
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Repeat

 Abeline sat on the floor thinking of Haradashi, the Japanese 

monster with a belly for a face and a face for belly, that appears 

to people drinking alone and does a dance to cheer them up in ex-

change for a glass of sake.

 For the third week in a row she had had three individual police-

man come to her door asking about the pest issue in the apartment 

building. First one, second two, then three. Then after that the wild-

life started piling up and making a mess of the kitchen: she could 

barely shower.

 It was like that one wise man said: I wish I was different. I wish 

I was smaller. I wish I lived in Australia. It wouldn’t even have to be 

somewhere nice, like Sydney, I could live in Brisbane. Or I could live 

in the desert on my own. With a new life in a town without running 

water, I could shut myself away and make something out of this.

 Surrounded by critters.

 Somewhere warm. Not hot like these work clothes that stick to 

my shins when I walk home. Or this alcohol that scorches my throat 

every morning.

 Somewhere with just enough life to live on, something close to 

the Earth. I could be a rat queen one day if I wasn’t buried in vermin. 

Whatever they call it, the occasional cigarette, keeping in mind to 

look after the environment you live in.
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 I could even look after a kid or two, someone else’s: drink wine 

by the lake, every day, all of the time. So I have to make a decision.

 Abeline stood up unsteadily for a second.

 She held Cain up high above the dirty carpet, and with a quick 

swipe, lopped off his nose. Unhappy with that, she looked down at 

his toes, something with a soul should always be bipedal. Then, look-

ing down at the pack that had gathered around to gaze up at her. 

Abeline thought again about the range of possibilities. A new life in 

an old town, and no job to go back to. And slit his throat from ear to 

ear.
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I have threatened to write this article for a long time. Fragments of 

it have followed me for years, untitled text files on my hard drive, 

handwritten scraps on napkins and envelopes and receipts, a stick-

and-poke tattoo on my left calf that I gave myself during my brief 

stint as an anchorite1. But the combined forces of tyrannical editors, 

non-disclosure agreements, psychic booby-traps implanted into my 

subconscious by jealous ex-lovers, the sinister machinations of the 

Knights Templar and their Masonic puppets, and chlamydia have 

prevented its completion; until now, that is. Thanks to YONQ’s total 

lack of editorial oversight and the anti-Masonic wards built in to 

YONQlabs’ architecture by one of its former tenants, the Ancient 

and Most Noble Order of Gormogons, I am finally able to publish my 

magnum opus, my raison d’etre, the listicle to end all listicles:

Every Sport In Which There Is No Rule That Says A Dog 

Can’t Play It Ranked By How Many Dogs Have Played It 

Professionally

by YONQ Sports Correspondent (Unofficial) Sofia Haugen

 This survey of canine contributions to the world of sport 

will span the past hundred and fifty years of history. In that time, 

empires have risen and fallen; technology has outpaced all but 

1 This was in 2018, the summer after graduation. My breakup with Juniper was hitting 
me hard; we both sought out lives of religious contemplation, she in a syncretic Hindu-Rae-
lian millenarian ashram out in the Washington Scablands that’s one bad day from some 
kind of bioterrorist attack, and I with the Sisters of the Immaculate Pearl of Mary, an order 
of heretic nuns who preached that the Holy Virgin had induced her pregnancy with the 
Son of God by flicking the sacred bean. I spent two months in a twelve-by-twelve cell with 
nothing but a bible, a journal, a Hitachi Magic Wand, and a racy pinup of the Magdalene. It 
was surprisingly cathartic. 
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the most radical predictions; and thousands upon thousands of 

sportsmen, sportswomen, and--most importantly--sportsdogs have 

thrown their bodies into the meatgrinder of competition, sacrificing 

themselves on the altar of athletic spectacle for our amusement. It is 

the dogs I care about at the moment, the Cinderella stories2 of those 

brave canines who dared to dream of eternal sports-glory, to boldly 

go where no dog had gone before, etc, etc, you get the picture. Dogs 

playing sports. Let’s fuckin go.

Honorable Mention: Golf - 1 but it doesn’t count

 While the other sports on this list did not have rules against 

dogs playing them at the time the dogs played them--that’s the 

premise of the list, after all--golf is unique in that a dog played 

it professionally despite the rule against it3. After the 2002 PGA 

championship, an independent team of investigators discovered 

that the third-place player, Chris Riley, was actually a realistic 

mechanical exoskeleton piloted from a cockpit in its torso by a 

Dwarf Newfoundland named “Slappy”4; the real Chris Riley had 

been imprisoned in his own pantry for several weeks, surviving on a 

diet of canned ravioli and caffeine-free Mr. Pibb. Everyone involved 

2 My editor said that I had to at least pay lip service to the whole “fairy tale” theme or 
people would complain. So here you go. I hope you’re happy.
3 Well, originally the rule was intended to stop Irishmen from playing. But when the 
PGA reformed their rules in 1986 after the “pigeongate” scandal (sparked by multiple play-
ers training birds to snatch balls out of the air and deliver them to the hole, something not 
explicitly prohibited at the time), they changed the wording of rule 38.6B from “Hibernian 
hounds” to just “hounds”, forbidding actual canine players and allowing the Irish to finally 
play the game of kings.
4 Short for his official American Kennel Club name, “Slapminster’s Commodore Doo-
little”. I would go by Slappy too.
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agreed to sweep the whole incident under the rug, and Slappy was 

humanely put down. 

#6 (Tie): Badminton, Rugby, Polo, Water Polo, Fire Polo, MMA, 

Competitive Lumberjacking, Jai Alai, Baseball, etc - 0

 It turns out that most sports don’t have any rules against dogs 

playing them, because it’s just never come up. A few of these sports 

have been played by other animals - a kangaroo held the Australian 

middleweight boxing title for a few months in the ‘30s, an orangutan 

played goalie for the short-lived Rue Morgue Football Club5 during 

the 1985 season, and, of course, a tortoise and a hare famously 

competed in the long-distance run at the 604 BC Olympic Games. No 

dogs, though, so what’s the point?

#5: Basketball - 16 (This is a footnote, not an exponent.)

 Yes, it’s Air Bud, of course it’s fucking Air Bud. He never made 

it to the NBA, but he did play several exhibition games in the ‘96 

season with the Harlem Globetrotters, one of the greatest honors 

that a basketball player of any species can be given. He stands in 

the Globetrotter pantheon now, alongside such notables as Wilt 

5 A minor-league European Football team based in Paris, created in an attempt to get 
goths into sports. Its logo was a raven perched atop a bust of Pallas Athena, its uniforms 
were black-on-black, and to nobody’s surprise, it folded after a single season.
6 Technically, Based Ball is tied with basketball. A short-lived fad in the early 2030s, 
Based Ball will be to MLB as the XFL was to football - cooler, edgier, owned by (the upload-
ed machine-mind of) Vince McMahon - and, for its three short years of existence, it won’t 
have any rules against dogs playing, and will have a single world-famous canine player. 
Unfortunately, I can’t tell the story of Babe Woof, the greatest dane to ever run the bases, 
because that would “violate causality” and “lead to some kind of horrible paradox”. C’est la 
vie.
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Chamberlain, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Nelson Mandela, Pope John Paul 

II, and, of course, diplomat, Nobel laureate, and ten-time winner 

of America’s Next Top War Criminal, Henry Kissinger7. Truly the 

epitome of canine athletic achievement.

#4: Professional Wrestling - 3

 I am not, of course, counting dogs who merely served as 

mascots, match gimmicks, or storyline elements. The dogs who 

wandered aimlessly at ringside, shitting and fucking, during the 

Kennel From Hell match were valued canine performers, but 

they were not athletes. No, I can only find three dogs who have 

actually participated in a professional wrestling match: Matilda, 

the British Bulldogs’ mascot, who was occasionally tagged in for 

the pinfall; Cocolo, a miniature Dachshund who held the Ironman 

Heavymetalweight Championship8 for 45 days in 2007; and Andrei 

the Giant, a Saint Bernard who had a glorious three-year career in the 

‘80s fooling marks from Bismarck to Boise into thinking they were 

going to see André the Giant wrestle at the VFW on a Thursday. His 

career was tragically cut short by Vince McMahon’s legal team, who-

-ALLEGEDLY--threw a pipe bomb into his owner’s house after the 

trademark infringement lawsuit failed.

7 This is a true fucking sports fact. Not the Air Bud bit, I made that up, but I wouldn’t 
lie to you about Henry Kissinger’s basketball career. You can google it if you like. 
8 A prestigious 24/7 hardcore title held by such wrestling luminaries as Rey Mysterio, 
Kota Ibushi, Colt Cabana, Asuka, Shayna Baszler, Ricochet, Maki Itoh, both of the Young 
Bucks, Shinsuke Nakamura, Drew Gulak, the Sandman, X-Pac, Johnny Gargano, Candice 
LeRae, and Scott Hall. This is another real life sports fact, I think two in a row is a record for 
me. 
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#3: Dogsledding - 4

 “But wait, Sofia,” you’re probably asking, “what the hell are 

you smoking9? There have been thousands of sled dogs, right?” 

Yes; but no. I’m only counting the mushers here, because let’s be 

honest, a dog riding a chariot pulled by other dogs is pretty fuckin’ 

rad. Not counting Frankie “Rover” Declan, who was just a guy who 

was really into puppy play, four canine mushers have raced in the 

Iditarod, dogsledding’s most prestigious race. All of them competed 

in the 2002 Iditarod alongside Cuba Gooding Jr, as a publicity stunt 

for the movie Snow Dogs, and all of them dropped out basically 

immediately10. It’s not the greatest moment in canine sporting 

history, but it counts. 

#2: Skateboarding - 35+

 I think we all know that I do minimal research for my award-

winning listicles. Because I already have an encyclopedic knowledge 

of Sports Facts, of course, not because I’m making all this up off the 

top of my head. That would be ridiculous. But I am actually going to 

cite a source here because this website needs to be fucking shared: 

dogica.com/skateboarding-dogs.html It’s a tour-de-force of HTML 

wizardry. The rotating logo. The drop shadows. The CURSOR is 

9 A blend of blue lotus flower, wormwood, salvia, Vagina Dentata Kush (a high-THC 
hybrid strain that my upstairs neighbor grows in a greenhouse on the roof), and pepper-
mint leaf, wrapped in a Caramel Peach Swisher Sweet. My pineal gland has never been less 
calcified.
10 Cuba Gooding Jr wasn’t the first Snow Dogs cast member to compete in the Idi-
tarod. Both SisQó and Michael Bolton competed in the 1999 Iditarod, not as any kind of 
promotional stunt, but because they share an enduring passion for the sport. Bolton was 
forced to drop out after two of his dogs were tragically killed in a moose attack, but SisQó 
managed to finish twelfth.
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POOCHIE from the SIMPSONS can you BELIEVE IT. Is it cheating to 

link another person’s listicle in my own listicle? Maybe11. But I have 

no regrets here. Not when it has transcendently true lines like the 

following block quote:

Only the most fervent dog-haters and partisan cat-lovers are 

immune to their daring and charisma. Every single dog to fly by on 

a skateboard is the best doggy skateboarder of all time. Every single 

one, because every lil dog on a skateboard is an intrepid voyager, a 

bold thrill-seeker intent on disrupting the laws of nature and kissing 

or licking the very face of god.

 Fuck! I wish I could write like that! Goddamn. You should really 

be reading that article instead of this one, it’s way better. Even if a 

lot of it is copy-pasted from Wikipedia. I’d do that if I thought I could 

get away with it. Anyway. 

#1: Dogfighting - Lots

Duh. 

 

 

11 Editor’s Note: Yes.

“Fairies evolved to possess an anthropocentric symbiosis with 
the byproducts of our cascading desires. They watch the buck-
ling orogenesis of our wishes, thoughtform landscapes mottled 
in lust and hope and jealousy, and arrive to scarify the surface 
for new minerals, mining rigs chitinous and billowing. They 
prevent our surface from collapsing into itself, and in return 

they give us the sifted-out spilth of their industrial mandibles -- 
reality reified. Wish-granting is their excreta.”

- NTRW
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 It was Saturday afternoon in Los Angeles. Rana was standing in 

her ex’s musty basement when she started croaking again. It slipped 

out, just for a moment. She was feeling green in the face, not because 

her froggy skin actually was green, but from the smell of the litter-

box that permeated the room.

 A gangly looking dark-haired ferret with sunken eyes sat on a 

futon, weighing weed on a digital scale. It looked like he hadn’t seen 

outside in days, but she wasn’t much better.
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 “Ya know, you can just buy from a dispensary. Like, I know you 

don’t get out all that much, but uh. It’s legal.”

 She knew well enough that Mort had heard her croak, knew he 

was holding back a laugh. Normally she’d say something, but she was 

too weirded out by the amount of kitty-cats he had now. One of them 

rubbed against her leg, and she pulled back. Its stripes reminded her 

of the agent she used to have. Same tabby face, same judgy stare.

 Mort rattled a plastic bag up in the air, making it swing about 

to catch the frog’s attention.

 “Ya know, Ran, you can just swing by every now and then. 

Don’t have to be a stranger.”

 “Preciate it. How much.”

 “All yours, Ran. Never charge a girl who’s princing.”

-

 Today proved to be humiliating. Rana felt like she’d be splayed 

out, dissected for the world to see. Mort’s wasn’t so bad, but croak-

ing in the line at the gas station was. All she wanted was to buy some 

beer for Rachel, that was it, and instead she got a bunch of disgusted 

looks.

 Now, the frog was crouching in the shade of a studio in the 

Paramount lot, rolling up a joint in the confines of her backpack. Few 
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could get in here at all on their own, much less without a bag inspec-

tion. Tugging on the crotch of her jeans, she cursed the whole city as 

she lit up. Eat your heart out, Hollywood.

 There were few places Rana ever wanted to be, and this sure as 

hell wasn’t one of them, but Rachel had something to show her. They 

hadn’t talked in over a month, but she made this sound important.

 Rana and Rachel had been good friends since they met as kids, 

happy to see another kid at auditions who wasn’t another furry face. 

Despite their parents’ rivalry, they never grew apart, even when Rana 

quit acting for good. She had no intention of getting hooked on the 

quest for better roles. She was fine with her spot in candy commer-

cials being her legacy. Rachel, however, wanted more.

 But last month. Just thinking about it was enough to light her 

heart on fire. Like any other week, Rana had ended up carrying her 

drunk friend on her back, making sure she got home. Like any other 

week, she was doing miserably. She was doing worse though, torn up 

over her breakup with Taylor.

 All it should’ve been was some consoling. All the lizard needed 

was a pat on the back, someone to tell her it was all going to be al-

right, but it was hard for Rana. She loved Rachel. So of course, when 

Rachel asked her to stay, she did.

 “You’re a lot drunker than usual, Rach.”

 “Yeah.”

 “It’s alright.”
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 “I wuv you Rana.”

 “Mhmm. I know.”

 “No, I mean...”

 “I know Rach. We’re always there for each other. And it’ll al-

ways be like this.”

 “But I don’t want it to be always like this.”

 Rana was certain that Rachel had no idea how often this hap-

pened. She kept hoping that the lizard would say there was some-

thing more between them, but it never happened. The conversation 

died, and Rachel sat up.

 “I need to drink some more.”

 “No, you don’t.”

 “I do. I do, Rana, I do.”

 “You’re gonna get sick if you do that. Then we’re gonna have 

to go to the hospital. Then it’s gonna wreck your filming schedule. 

Then--”

 “How can I say what I need to if I can’t?”

 Rana sighed.

 “You’re real drunk.”

 Coughing, Rana found herself smacked right back into the 

blistering heat of the studio lot. They had kissed. A real kiss. With 

tongue. Rana didn’t bring it up the next day, the next week, or even 

now. She was afraid of rejection. Growing a dick hadn’t helped, ei-

ther. She tugged again on her pants, pissed off that just thinking 
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about that night could get her riled up.

 “Stupid fucking body.” she mumbled.

 “Hope it’s not me you’re cursing about.”

 Caught entirely off guard, Rana jumped a solid foot off the 

ground and landed back down on the concrete.

 “Christ, Rach. You trying to give me a heart attack here?”

 “Maybe. C’mon Ran, put that shit out, I got something cool to 

show you.”

- -

 There was a city inside the building. Not a real one, but a model 

of one that stretched out about thirty feet. Rana figured it had to be 

a prop, or maybe a set. Reaching into her bag, she grabbed a beer for 

Rachel and herself.

 “What’s this, like a city for ants?” Smooth, real smooth.

 “Mockup or proof of concept or whatever for that Godzilla re-

boot Hollywood’s been pitching around for years.” Rachel opened the 

can and tossed it back like it was nothing. “Finally got greenlit.”

 “Wait, so. You’re saying that. And we’re here.”

 “Maaaybe. I don’t wanna jinx it, but it’s like, possible.”

 “We’re talking Salvator Castro’s pitch, right, real lizard and all.”

 “Yup. No guy in a rubber suit. 100% real authentic lizard.”

 Rana opened her can and winced as she drank. She never could 
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enjoy a beer the way her friend did.

 “That Castro’s so corny though.”

 “Shush, he’s fine.”

- - -

 Everything felt normal between them again, and that was a 

good thing. Drinking beers in front of the miniature city felt fun, a 

throwback to all the times they’d competed for the same gig. Rana 

felt the past crossfade into the present, and it seemed comfortable, 

safe. Like the model was for them, like them. It was probably just the 

weed.

 Rachel tugged her into the miniature city.

 “Woah, hold up, what?”

 “How much were you smoking, I just got done telling you this 

thing is getting tossed.”

 “So?”

 Rachel looked at her, dumbfounded.

 “Let’s fuck it up!”

 It seemed reasonable enough to Rana. She took a look at the 

details of it, admiring the time that it must have taken to put some-

thing like this together. It was a bit shit, though, and she wondered 

if they’d even bother to build the real thing. They’d probably just do 

it all on computers. It was a shame it was going to waste, but it gave 

her an idea.
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 “Yo, Rach, what if we just went all kaiju on this shit.”

 “Ran,” she started laughing, “you already said that.”

 “Well... it’s a good idea! You versus me, Lizardon versus Frog-

zilla!”

 “And you said Castro was corny.”

- - - -

 The city of Los Angeles lay at the feet of two cold-blooded 

giants. The citizens stopped their cars, ran out to the streets, looked 

out their windows to watch horrified, unsure where these monsters 

came from or the reason for their arrival. Lizardon, an impossibly 

large monster scaling taller than any building in the city, birthed 

from the molten core of the Earth. Frogzilla, a lesser monster only 

compared to Lizardom, forged in the harsh conditions of an ecosys-

tem thought to be destroyed by toxic waste.

 Were these monsters perhaps to solve the hubris of a new age, 

or were they shaped by it?

 Loud shrieks pierced the ears of the citizens of Los Angeles, 

and the monsters began their campaign of destruction. The city lay 

at their mercy, no military either ready nor powerful enough to stop 

them. Sidewalks buckled from their steps, buildings shattered as 

they stepped through them. They worked toward the city’s center, 
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meeting to prove superiority in strength.

 As they met, clasping scaly claw and webbed foot, Rana mis-

judged and sent Rachel toppling backward onto one of the cardboard 

buildings. She tumbled forward, on top of her, and it took her a mo-

ment before she recognized something behind Rachel’s eyes. They 

were waiting for the same thing she was. Probably.

 “Hey, what the fuck!”

 They both quickly stood up and started running from whoever 

it was that had found them. Rana grabbed her bag, and the both of 

them started cackling as they ran out the door.

 “Oh come on, I was gonna blow it up for my fucking YouTube 

channel!”

- - - - -

ADDITIONAL THINGS TO KNOW:

Mort’s a washed up actor on probation

Rana quit acting so she could finally learn to be an adult

Rachel is a beardie, just like Taylor

Lizardon is just what they call Charizard in Japan, seriously
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AND

The two got chased out by a chinchilla half their size

THANK YOU AND SEE YOU NEXT ISSUE!

“Vampires have no self-image; mirrors a waste they dress in 
patchwork vesture, fashions ripped out of time, Victorian dress-

es and Y2K hoodies spreading like invasive microbe colonies 
through 60s greaser leather and Roman centurion chic.” - NTRW

“HELP, PLEASE SEND HELP, I’M NOT THIS PERSON’S OC AND I 
THINK I’VE BEEN STOLEN SOMEONE PLEASE PHONE THE CRE-

ATIVE COMMONS ENFORCEMENT BUREAU” - ????

“Mermaids were never maidens nor sirens -- they were lures. 
Anglers swim below the murk.” - NTRW

“when you make glue out of horses on the moon is it still a space 
age material” -🏃🤐↷👁
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TOTALLY ORIGINAL TOTALLY NOT STOLEN STORIES BY AESOP 

GEORGE FYLER TOWNSEND DEFINITELY 🏃🤐↷👁

The Wolf and the Lamb

Wolf, meeting with a Lamb astray from the fold, resolved not to lay 

violent hands on him, but to find some plea to justify to the Lamb 

the Wolf’s right to eat him. He thus addressed him: “Sirrah, last year 

you grossly insulted me.” “Indeed,” bleated the Lamb in a mournful 

tone of voice, “I was not then born.” Then said the Wolf, “You feed in 

my pasture.” “No, good sir,” replied the Lamb, “I have not yet tasted 

grass.” Again said the Wolf, “You drink of my well.” “No,” exclaimed 

the Lamb, “I never yet drank water, for as yet my mother’s milk is 

both food and drink to me.” Upon which the Wolf seized him and ate 

him up, saying, “Well! I won’t remain supperless, even though you 

refute every one of my imputations.” The tyrant will always find a 

pretext for his tyranny.

The Bat and the Weasels

A Bat who fell upon the ground and was caught by a Weasel pleaded 

to be spared his life. The Weasel refused, saying that he was by na-

ture the enemy of all birds. The Bat assured him that he was not a 

bird, but a mouse, and thus was set free. Shortly afterwards the Bat 

again fell to the ground and was caught by another Weasel, whom he 

likewise entreated not to eat him. The Weasel said that he had a spe-

cial hostility to mice. The Bat assured him that he was not a mouse, 

but a bat, and thus a second time escaped.
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It is wise to turn circumstances to good account.

The Ass and the Grasshopper

An Ass having heard some Grasshoppers chirping, was highly en-

chanted; and, desiring to possess the same charms of melody, de-

manded what sort of food they lived on to give them such beautiful 

voices. They replied, “The dew.” The Ass resolved that he would live 

only upon dew, and in a short time died of hunger.

The Lion and the Mouse

A Kion was awakened from sleep by a Mouse running over his face. 

Rising up angrily, he caught him and was about to kill him, when the 

Mouse piteously entreated, saying: “If you would only spare my life, I 

would be sure to repay your kindness.” The Lion laughed and let him 

go. It happened shortly after this that the Lion was caught by some 

hunters, who bound him by st ropes to the ground. The Mouse, rec-

ognizing his roar, came gnawed the rope with his teeth, and set him 

free, exclaim

“You ridiculed the idea of my ever being able to help you, expecting 

to receive from me any repayment of your favor; I now you know that 

it is possible for even a Mouse to con benefits on a Lion.”

The Charcoal-Burner and the Fuller
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A Charcoal-Burner carried on his trade in his own house. One day 

he met a friend, a Fuller, and entreated him to come and live with 

him, saying that they should be far better neighbors and that their 

housekeeping expenses would be lessened. The Fuller replied, “The 

arrangement is impossible as far as I am concerned, for whatever I 

should whiten, you would immediately blacken again with your char-

coal.”

Like will draw like.

The Father and His Sons

A father had a family of sons who were perpetually quarreling among 

themselves. When he failed to heal their disputes by his exhortations, 

he determined to give them a practical illustration of the evils of 

disunion; and for this purpose he one day told them to bring him a 

bundle of sticks. When they had done so, he placed the faggot into 

the hands of each of them in succession, and ordered them to break 

it in pieces. They tried with all their strength, and were not able to 

do it. He next opened the faggot, took the sticks separately, one by 

one, and again put them into his sons’ hands, upon which they broke 

them easily. He then addressed them in these words: “My sons, if 

you are of one mind, and unite to assist each other, you will be as 

this faggot, uninjured by all the attempts of your enemies; but if you 

are divided among yourselves, you will be broken as easily as these 

sticks.”

The Boy Hunting Locusts
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Meet the YONQERS
• 🏃🤐↷👁 broke into the depths of Aesop’s Tomb to come up 

with all the great original characters that have not been stolen in this 

issue.

• L. Abel is a frog prince.

• Boss of the Beach am.

• O F Cieri is a writer and amateur historian based out of NYC. Her 

first novel, Lord of Thundertown, was released by Ninestar Press 

January 6th, 2020. You can find more information on ofcieri.com

• D. Gilmour is a retired political journalist with bylines in CityAM, 

Unherd, the New York Times, The Times (of London), and The Sun. 

He now lives in Shetland and writes autobiographical fiction in his 

spare time. He is currently working on a suicide note

• I have never met anybody so fearless as Mulla Gjorki. After 

suffering a seizure on his return to London, he valiantly carried 

on with his work both as a writer and a journalist, even after being 

hospitalised with alcohol withdrawal. His photographic memory and 

viciously complex satire are a testament to an intellect far beyond my 

own.

In works that will stand beyond the test of time. In the extremity of 

his vision. Mulla Gjorki, the man himself, may even live beyond The 

Body.

On my wall hangs a portrait of Mulla which I treasure every morning. 

The Body controls our thoughts, yes, but it is this POP which gave us 

our freedom. And, this is how it will go on.
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• W. Griffin Hancock was kidnapped by fairies and replaced with a 

changeling child. This was, like, just a few weeks ago, and we really 

like the changeling better, so we’re not holding our breath.

• YONQ Sports Correspondent (Unofficial) Sofia Haugen has a 

Doctorate of Journalism from the Hunter S. Thompson Memorial 

Diploma Mill, a cool cyberpunk animated tattoo of a hot devil lady 

and a hot angel lady making out, and an ancestral curse that forces 

her into that most loathsome of professions, sportswriting. She can 

be found on twitter @judgmentgay.

• Ada Song (@[ɛɪda]) got maced last month for telling someone they 

watched Tenet.

• E. Wallack should stick to hick horror, the only genre xe’s good at, 

but that takes too long and depresses its readers.

• Natalie Terezi Rei Watts is an allegory; heed its message, never 

name yourself after an anime character.

“What we commonly refer to as ‘unicorns’ are mistaken sightings of 
helminth-bearing equines, worm tunnels peppering them like em-
mental, drifting over the plains with wind whistling through their 

cavities in marionette motion. The horns are broodsacs, variegated; 
they pulsate for pursuing birds.”

- NTRW


